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C 10.30
Overview, Strategic Direction and Future  
for Publishers and Intermediaries
Sam Brooks 
EBSCO Information Services
Intermediaries between publishers and libraries consist of 
agents and aggregators.  Each faces a future which will 
include considerably more open access content, as well as 
prevalent open source technologies.  Library vendors must 
embrace both, and help solve problems for academic libraries.  
Libraries also face challenges: information discovery, 
inaccuracy of links, a lack of curation in many commercial 
products, managing open access workflows, keeping track of 
titles moving into and out of packages, integration between 
systems from different vendors, etc.  These challenges are 
actually opportunities for vendors who are listening, willing 
and planning to exist in the future.
Sam Brooks is Executive Vice 
President in charge of all worldwide 
marketing, market research, sales, 
publisher relations and strategic 
partnerships at EBSCO Information 
Services. He is heavily involved in 
product development and is one  
of the leading content experts in 
the company. Sam is a member 
of the steering committees for all 
major content and technology initiatives for the company, and is 
also the chief architect of EBSCO’s twenty-one advisory boards  
and numerous focus groups.
Mr. Brooks has visited universities in more than 90 countries and 
has worked extensively with ministries of education, science and 
technology, and culture in developing nations to expand access  
to information.
His full biography can be found at https://www.ebsco.com/about/
leadership/sam-brooks.
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Plenary Session 1
Sleepwalking Towards The Future
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Helle Lauridsen, Lyngsoe Systems
Monday 8 April
08.00
Registration
Hall 1 Entrance
08.30
Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
10.00
Opening of the Conference
Ludlow Suite 
Andrew Barker, Chair, UKSG
Greetings from NASIG
Angela Dresselhaus, President, NASIG
Presentation of the 2018 John Merriman  
Joint NASIG/UKSG awards 
Presentation by Ian Jones, Taylor & Francis
UKSG AWARD SPONSORED BY
Presentation to the sponsored  
students and early career professionals
AWARDS SPONSORED BY
Plenary Session 1
Sleepwalking Towards The Future
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Helle Lauridsen, Lyngsoe Systems
10.30
Overview, Strategic Direction and Future  
for Publishers and Intermediaries
Sam Brooks, EBSCO Information Services
11.00
Sleepwalking into the future – a library 
perspective
Jessica Gardner, University of Cambridge
11.30
How publishers and librarians can support  
early career researchers in a changing  
publishing landscape
Charlotte Mathieson, University of Surrey
C Monday continued overleaf
C 11.30
How publishers and librarians can support 
early career researchers in a changing 
publishing landscape
Charlotte Mathieson 
University of Surrey
Early career researchers (ECRs) are keen to publish their work 
for many reasons, from becoming established in the field to 
improving employability in a competitive job market. At the 
same time, they face many and changing challenges, such as 
understanding the different routes into publication; having 
the time and resources to research and write; and navigating 
wider contexts such as the Research Excellence Framework 
and Open Access requirements. Publishers and librarians are 
well-placed to support ECRs, and in turn can benefit from 
better understanding the ECR experience of the publishing 
landscape, and in this talk I will suggest strategies for 
successful partnership.
Dr Charlotte Mathieson is a 
Lecturer in Nineteenth-Century 
English Literature at the University 
of Surrey’s School of Literature and 
Languages. She gained her PhD in 
English literature at the University 
of Warwick in 2011, where she 
subsequently worked as a Research 
Fellow at the Institute of Advanced 
Study, and then as a Teaching 
Fellow at Newcastle University. 
During this time she has developed a substantial portfolio of work 
supporting early career researchers, with particular interest in the 
Research Excellence Framework and the publishing environment.
C 11.00
Sleepwalking into the future –  
a library perspective
Jessica Gardner 
University of Cambridge
This paper will explore the changing research library 
environment from the perspective of a library director. Set 
against the backdrop of the ‘wicked problem’ of rapid change 
in the scholarly communications landscape and the idea of 
the open library, the presentation will draw on case studies 
from Cambridge to share honest reflections on current 
leadership challenges. The paper will consider the mission and 
position of the library in the academy, and strategies to avoid 
‘sleepwalking into the future’. 
Dr Jessica Gardner is the University 
Librarian and Director of Library 
Services at the University of 
Cambridge. She joined Cambridge 
in April 2017, moving from the role 
of Director of Library Services at 
the University of Bristol. Between 
2001 and 2013, Jessica worked 
at the University of Exeter, as the 
Head of Heritage Collections and 
later as Head of Library and Culture 
Services. She started her library career at the University of Leeds, 
where she worked and studied for ten years. She completed her PhD 
in the field of twentieth-century book history in 2001, and specialised 
in her early to mid-career in literary archives and special collections. 
Jessica is a member of the Research Libraries UK (RLUK) Board, of 
which she will become Vice-Chair in April. 
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Plenary Session 1
Sleepwalking Towards The Future
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Helle Lauridsen, Lyngsoe Systems
DIAMOND SPONSOR
EBSCO offer world-leading serials management 
services as well as content and technology 
solutions, including EBSCOhost Databases, 
EBSCO Discovery Service, Flipster eMagazines 
and eBooks/print books via GOBI.  EBSCO are 
also proud to support the development of FOLIO, 
the Open Source Library Service Platform.
www.ebsco.com   |   Twitter: @EBSCOUK
PLATINUM SPONSOR
As a global publisher dedicated to providing 
the best possible service to the whole 
research community, we help authors to 
share their discoveries; enable researchers 
to find, access and understand the work of 
others and support librarians and institutions 
with innovations in technology and data.
www.springernature.com
CONFERENCE DINNER SPONSORS
ACS Publications provides the most 
trusted, most cited and most read journals 
in chemistry and related sciences. The 
portfolio consists of more than 50 high 
quality journals, over 1,400 eBooks and 
Chemical & Engineering News.
Pubs.ac.org/4librarians
6Fitting in or standing out?
Andrew Joseph 
Wits University Press
Focussing on the challenges, needs and relationships of 
scholarly presses in South Africa with the commercials, 
the academy and the industry, the speaker will highlight 
the complexity around standards, the role of state and 
commercial interests in perpetuating the inherent knowledge 
and resources gap and assess initiatives being undertaken to 
confront and correct this.
Adventures in Open Access: perspectives 
from the Royal Society of Chemistry
Emma Wilson 
Royal Society of Chemistry
The transition to global Open Access will be complex taking 
into account different political, policy and market influences. 
At the Royal Society of Chemistry we want to be an active 
partner in this transition. I will share our Open Access 
experiences via two case studies: transitioning a journal from 
subscription to Open Access and developing our Read & 
Publish transformational model. 
Lightning Talks Session 1
Lightning talks will take place in the Ludlow Suite. Presenters will give a brief overview of a topic and delegates will 
have an opportunity to find out more in smaller informal follow-up groups/poster sessions in the Exhibit Hall.
Stay provides housing and support services to homeless and 
vulnerable people in the area. Stay recognises that housing 
someone only solves part of the problem and that support plays 
a very large part in someone’s journey to successful independent 
living. At any one time Stay is supporting around 50 people in our 
accommodation and over 600 in the community. Through their 
network of support and housing, Stay helps people to work through 
any issues relevant in their lives, identify their goals and aspirations, 
equip them with the skills needed to live independently, and help 
them realise their full potential. Stay believes that with the right help 
and support every person has the potential to thrive.
Stay also operates a Homeless Outreach Service which meets 
with people where they are and provides a fast response to anyone 
homeless or at risk of homelessness. Over 300 people have been 
helped by this service so far and the demand for the service 
continues to increase each year.
We have some case studies on our website which can be found here: http://www.staytelford.co.uk/who-we-are/case-studies/  
You can join us on Facebook: Stay-Telford, Twitter: @StayTelford, Instagram: Stay Telford
If you would like to find out more about Stay and the work we do please do get in touch. You can contact Kay Bennett via email: 
kaybennett@staytelford.co.uk or by phone: 01952 291904
UKSG will be donating all unused lunch bags and unwanted individual items to Stay in Telford each day after the lunch service.
UKSG is proud to be supporting Stay during our Conference
7Monday 8 April
12.00
Lunch and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
13.30
Breakout sessions (Group A)
14.30
Breakout sessions (Group B)
15.30
Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
16.00
Breakout sessions (Group C)
Lightning Talks Session 1
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Laura J. Wilkinson, Crossref
17.00
Fittting in or standing out?
Andrew Joseph, Wits University Press
17.10
Adventures in Open Access: perspectives  
from the Royal Society of Chemistry
Emma Wilson, Royal Society of Chemistry
17.20
Get me an extension! The Library in your 
browser – 1-click access to library subscribed 
e-resources exactly when it is needed
Tim O’Neill, University of Manchester Library
17.30 to 18.30
Exhibition viewing and Reception
Hall 1
19.00
Supper and quiz 
Ironbridge Suite
(pre-booking was required) 
SPONSORED BY
Or: 
Free evening
Get me an extension! The Library in your 
browser - 1-click access to Library subscribed 
e-resources exactly when it is needed
Tim O’Neill 
University of Manchester Library
What impact has Lean Library’s Library access browser extension 
had at The University of Manchester? This talk from an early 
adopter will explore how this tool has simplified the process 
of getting access to library licensed e-resources for users who 
bypass our discovery tool and go straight to vendor websites, or 
who find content in search engines.
Enjoy the conference!
Andrew Barker, UKSG Chair
Welcome to Telford! This is a new 
venue for us, so we would love to 
know what you think. 
We’re doing a few things differently 
in our 42nd year. For starters, we’ve 
teamed up with a local charity that 
works with young homeless people and will be donating all 
unused lunch bags or unwanted items from the lunch bags to 
them every day after service. In this way, we not only reduce our 
footprint and help the local community in a small way, but we 
also are reducing waste. (You will hopefully have seen the calls 
for donations of your hotel toiletries or for dried food.) Along 
the same theme, you will see many more recycling points and 
hydrations stations around the exhibit hall for you to recycle 
unwanted paper etc. This has meant that we have done away 
with the conference bag – a controversial move for those of you 
who have collected them over the years, but so many were left in 
rubbish bins last year we decided to test life without them. 
The conference is a lively, vibrant, full-on event - an 
atmosphere that is a big draw for lots of people. Not for everyone 
all of the time though, so we have set aside a room on the ground 
floor which is designated a Quiet Room – no phones, noise or 
meetings allowed. Please take full advantage of it if you need to! 
We at UKSG are committed to being an inclusive organisation, 
so ahead of this year’s conference, we introduced our Code of 
Conduct to ensure we provide a stimulating and constructive 
environment. Ensuring that we work together across the sector to 
understand each other is what makes UKSG special - our Code of 
Conduct makes explicit this commitment. 
Whether this is your first or your 42nd conference, those of us 
who either work for, or volunteer with UKSG hope you enjoy all 
aspects of this year’s events. We want you to take away lots of 
ideas which you can then implement and bring back to share at 
UKSG 2020 in Brighton!
Have a great time!
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C 09.00
Unconscious Bias
Femi Otitoju 
Challenge Consultancy
Unconscious Bias refers to the biases we hold that are 
outside our conscious control. Research shows that these 
biases can adversely affect key decisions in the workplace. 
This presentation will explore how are biases are formed, 
how they affect our interactions with others and the 
way we make decisions. It will also identify methods for 
minimising our bias and mechanisms we can employ to 
ameliorate the impact of our bias.
A charismatic and inspirational 
leader, Femi is a diversity 
and inclusion specialist with 
a career spanning over 30 
years. Combining a scientific 
background with persuasive 
and engaging training skills, 
Femi has been described as a “gifted 
presenter”. She founded Challenge 
Consultancy to provide training and 
consulting services to the private, voluntary and public sectors.
Femi has provided unconscious bias training to many publishers and 
media organisations including Sage Publications, Bloomsbury Press, 
Yale University Press and Guardian News Media.
C 09.30
What do we need to change, to change?
Nicola Wright 
London School of Economics and Political Science
Nicola will explore a range of areas where our habits might be 
holding us back from enjoying the future. 
Nicola is Director of LSE Library and the 
Librarian of the British Library of Political 
and Economic Science, which includes 
the Women’s Library. Nicola’s career has 
focused on leading change in libraries in 
order to meet the demands of a digital 
world, with roles at the British Library, the 
School of Oriental and African Studies 
(SOAS) and Imperial College London. 
Nicola has contributed to a number of 
national and international initiatives in support of evolving the role of 
research libraries and she has served as Chair of Research Libraries UK 
from 2017-2019.
C 10.00
Panel Discussion led by Femi Otitoju
Elizabeth Charles, Birkbeck, University of London 
Saskia Bewsley, Hachette UK Ltd 
Masud Khokhar, University of York
A strong theme of the 2019 conference is diversity. Following 
on from Femi Otitoju’s plenary talk on unconscious bias, we will 
hold a panel session, chaired by Femi, which will discuss how the 
scholarly communications sector as a whole can enable increased 
BAME senior representation. 
GOLD SPONSORS
Plenary session 2
Positioning Ourselves For The Future
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Lorraine Estelle, COUNTER
Tuesday 9 April
08.30
Registration
Hall 1 Entrance
Plenary session 2
Positioning Ourselves  
For The Future
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Lorraine Estelle, Counter
09.00
Unconscious bias
Femi Otitoju, Challenge Consultancy
09.30
What do we need to change, to change?
Nicola Wright, London School of Economics  
and Political Science
10.00
Panel discussion led by Femi Otitoju
Elizabeth Charles, Birkbeck, University of London 
Saskia Bewley, Hachette UK Ltd 
Masud Khokhar, University of York
10.30
Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
SPONSORED BY
11.00
Breakout sessions (Group A)
C Tuesday continued overleaf
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Elizabeth has worked in the higher 
education sector and in library and 
information for more than 20 years. Her 
areas of interest are technology enhanced 
learning (TEL), digital/information literacy 
and widening participation; where these 
are employed in her current post as 
Assistant Director of Library Services 
(E-Services, Systems and Collections) at 
Birkbeck, University of London. She has 
been involved with the Association for Learning Technology since 2013 
and became a trustee in 2017. She is actively involved in TEL developments 
in her institution, working with academics and the Bloomsbury Learning 
Environment consortium. One of her current projects is working with the 
planning committee on the ‘Decolonising the Curriculum project’ at Birkbeck.
Saskia is Diversity & Inclusion Manager 
at Hachette UK, where she is advising 
on D&I strategy and progressing the 
agenda in respect to employees, authors, 
and publishing content. Saskia worked 
previously at Informa where she was 
the first and sole diversity and inclusion 
expert across the global FTSE 100 
company, responsible for the group’s 
D&I strategy and policy, and advising 
and influencing on best practice from HR Director to Board level. Her 
academic background includes a focus on globalisation, diversity and 
the workplace, and she holds an MSc in Intercultural Communication for 
Business and the Professions.
Masud joined the University of York as 
Director of Library and Archives in 2018 
where he oversees all key developments 
and contributes to the overall governance 
of the Information Services Directorate. 
Masud’s career has focused on digital 
leadership and innovation in the rapidly 
changing library environment. He 
has extensive experience in strategy 
development, digital innovation, and staff 
empowerment gained during a varied career in private and higher education 
sectors with roles at Bodleian Libraries, Lancaster University and the 
University of York. He is a member of the Board of Directors of Research 
Libraries UK (RLUK) where he leads on the Digital Scholarship theme.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographer Stewart Writtle will be operating 
throughout the conference and some of the images 
taken will be used for future publicity purposes. Please 
lodge any concerns at the Conference Registration Desk.
Academic Open Access Publishing 
since 1996
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Newcomers: A collaborative approach to 
research support 
Katrine Sundsbø 
University of Essex
This talk will explain how collaboration between the UK 
Data Archive, Library Services and the Research and 
Enterprise Office at the University of Essex resulted in the 
launch of Newcomers (Network for Early Career Essex 
Researchers) and an annual Research Week to support 
early career researchers with on-site training and resources.
Audiobooks, accessibility tools  
and Universal Design for Learning –  
breaking down barriers
Sarah Pittaway 
University of Worcester
How can different modes of reading, using audiobooks 
and screenreaders, break down barriers to education and 
attainment for all students, not just those with declared 
disabilities? This talk presents collaborative research 
conducted with academic colleagues, which provides insights 
and recommendations for librarians, teachers and publishers.
Lightning Talks Session 2
Lightning talks will take place in the Ludlow Suite. Presenters will give a brief overview of a topic and delegates will 
have an opportunity to find out more in smaller informal follow-up groups/poster sessions in the Exhibit Hall.
Piloting textbooks into the future: 
experiments with eTextbooks at the 
University of Salford
Sarah Taylor 
University of Salford
This talk will explain why and how the University of Salford 
Library has offered electronic textbooks on a one-to-one 
model to students on selected modules since 2017/18. This 
talk will explore the rationale for supplier selection, how the 
texts were selected and for which modules as well as the 
practical challenges faced in providing this access. A particular 
focus will be on feedback gathered from students, including 
users and non-users, and from tutors. Attempts to determine 
the impact of providing access to these electronic textbooks, 
and initial analysis will be presented which will show: which 
types of module and book have seen the best engagement 
and usage; the importance of liaison with academic staff; how 
timing of communications impacts usage; and key messages 
for advocacy when negotiating funding models. Thoughts on 
how the findings from this project can influence the direction 
of non-traditional models of access, including access for non-
traditional groups of students, will be shared. The project 
to provide textbooks to students in this way has not been 
without challenges, and this talk demonstrate how these 
challenges have been embraced and how the University of 
Salford’s experience may help other institutions considering 
implementing this model.
Tuesday 9 April
Lightning Talks Session 2
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Joanna Ball, University of Roskilde
12.00
Newcomers: A collaborative approach  
to research support 
Katrine Sundsbø, University of Essex
12.10
Audiobooks, Accessibility tools and Universal 
Design for Learning – breaking down barriers
Sarah Pittaway, University of Worcester
12.20
Piloting textbooks into the future: experiments 
with eTextbooks at the University of Salford
Sarah Taylor, University of Salford
12.30
UKSG Annual General Meeting
Ludlow Suite
13.00
Lunch and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
PACKED LUNCH SPONSORED BY
14.30
Breakout sessions (Group B)
15.30
Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
SPONSORED BY
16.00
Breakout sessions (Group D)
C Tuesday continued overleaf
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SILVER SPONSORS
Citizen Science: Why Should We Bother?
Tiberius Ignat 
Scientific Knowledge Services
There are two major concerns for scientists: the Nature and 
the Society. All involved make fundamental and applied efforts 
to discover knowledge and to build meaning on it. Scholars 
search for sustainable progress; beings are rubbing shoulders 
on planet Earth. We all need data and collective intelligence 
that is orders of magnitude larger than what scientists 
could do alone. The underuse of citizen science is a missed 
opportunity for science and society. Take part in a cultural 
change and bring Science and Society together by developing 
research support services for citizen science.
New Options for Dissertation Delivery
Carolyn Morris 
Bibliolabs
Looking for new ways to promote your library’s electronic 
theses and dissertations collection and fulfil requests for print 
copies? Come learn about this new opt-in service for students 
and alumni designed to facilitate wider discovery and print 
availability of this early career scholarship.
Content licensing for transnational 
education (TNE)
Carolyn Alderson and Greg Ince  
Jisc
Librarians at United Kingdom universities face considerable 
complexity when they seek parity of access to their licensed 
electronic collections for students at TNE provision scenarios 
– i.e. those studying for UK HE awards, but based wholly 
outside of the United Kingdom at an overseas campus, or, at a 
collaborative provision scenario delivered in partnership with 
Lightning Talks Session 3
Lightning talks will take place in the Ludlow Suite. Presenters will give a brief overview of a topic and delegates will 
have an opportunity to find out more in smaller informal follow-up groups/poster sessions in the Exhibit Hall.
other educators. Since august 2017, Jisc has run a pilot project 
looking at the challenges its UK HE member institutions face 
when licensing for TNE and has been working on developing a 
consortial licensing approach. This talk will highlight the pilot’s 
key findings and outputs, as well as provide an update on 
progress, plans and next steps.
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Tuesday 9 April
Lightning Talks Session 3
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Katherine Rose, Imperial College London
17:00
Citizen Science: why should we bother?
Tiberius Ignat, Scientific Knowledge Services
17:10
New options for dissertation delivery
Carolyn Morris, Bibliolabs
17.20
Content licensing for transnational  
education (TNE)
Carolyn Alderson and Greg Ince, Jisc
17.30 to 18.00
Exhibition viewing
Hall 1 
Ironbridge Suite
EVENING SPONSORED BY
19.00
Reception
20.00
Conference dinner
22.00 to 01.00
Disco and bar
This UKSG event is being live webcast, and recorded 
for online viewing, courtesy of IET.tv – the Institution of 
Engineering and Technology’s video production service. 
IET.tv produces and hosts the world’s largest online 
collection of engineering and technology videos with 
over 6500 hours of peer-reviewed research content.
https://tv.theiet.org/?channel=uksg
VISIT STANDS 17/18/19/20 OR WWW.IET.TV
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Kortext
Stand No: 70
Website:  www.kortext.com
Contact:   Kevin Watt / kevinw@kortext.com
Kortext is a world-leading digital textbook and personal study platform providing access to over 500,000 digital textbooks from 
over 1,000 publishers. The platform allows students to create a truly personal bookshelf by also downloading OER material, course 
packs, lecture notes, presentation slides and other subject relevant content. Students can also annotate, view interactive material 
and collaborate with peers, meaning content is more engaging than anything offered by a printed book.  
Kortext also provides access to powerful analytics dashboards, which can provide deeper insights into learning habits, inform 
decision making and help create personalised learning paths.
Kortext’s scalable technology means the platform is rapidly being adopted around the world, from single course or department, to 
institution and countrywide provision.
LM Information Delivery 
Stand No: 87 & 88
Website:  www.lminfo.com
Contact:   Tristan Williams / tristan.williams@lminfo.fi 
LM Information Delivery is a leading international subscription and information services provider. Our customers include university 
and research libraries, hospitals and medical libraries, public libraries, governmental organizations and corporate information 
centres. Our global coverage provides our customers with an unparalleled opportunity to outsource their subscription management 
to us, including bespoke reporting, EDI ordering, claiming, invoicing and UK-based consolidation services. The cornerstone of our 
business is excellent customer service combined with cutting edge technology. Headquartered in Helsinki, Finland, we serve our 
customers worldwide from our local offices in the UK, Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Spain, South Africa 
and the USA.
Manchester University Press   
Stand No: 14
Website: www.manchesterhive.com
Contact: Shelly Turner / shelly.turner@manchester.ac.uk
Manchester University Press is situated in the heart of one of the most vibrant universities and cities in the UK. Our distinctive 
brand is known globally for publishing excellent research in the humanities and social sciences. We currently publish around 200 
books each year, as well as seven journals. 
We also offer ten digital collections in the areas of medieval studies, imperialism, film, religion, politics, international relations, 
gothic studies, history of medicine, security, conflict and peace and Shakespeare studies via www.manchesterhive.com as well as 
access to our open access content via www.manchesteropenhive.com, our new homes for digital content.
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
Stand No: 23
Website:   www.liebertpub.com 
Contact:  Wendy Newsham / WNewsham@liebertpub.com
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. is a leading company in the scientific, technical, and medical knowledge and information industry. We are 
known for authoritative, peer-reviewed publications in biotechnology; biomedical research/life sciences; medicine and surgery; 
technology and engineering; law, economics, and policy; psychology; public health; and environmental studies. These publications 
play an active and vital role in advancing critical research and facilitating collaboration throughout the world in academia, industry, 
and government, and are also highly respected resources for legislators, policy makers, and educators.
McGraw Hill Education
Stand No: 16
Website: www.mheducation.com
Contact:   Robyn McKenna / robyn.mcKenna@mheducation.com
McGraw-Hill Education’s vision is to unlock the full potential of each learner and our mission is to accelerate learning.
We believe that our contribution to a brighter future for each learner lies within the application of our deep understanding of how 
learning happens and how the mind develops. It exists where the science of learning meets the art of teaching.   
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Colleen leads engagement in 
the Open Access 2020 Initiative 
(https://oa2020.org), which is 
coordinated by the Max Planck 
Digital Library (Munich) on 
behalf of the global research 
community. OA2020 unites 
research funding and research 
performing organizations across 
five continents in strategies 
to transform the current 
subscription system to new open access publishing models. 
Passionate about libraries and the exciting changes underway 
in scholarly communication, she leads activities that enable 
stakeholders to take pro-active steps toward creating a fair, 
sustainable and open information environment. Most recently she 
coordinated the 14th Berlin Open Access Conference in which 
delegations from 37 countries voiced the shared expectation 
that subscription publishers work with all members of the global 
research community to effect complete and immediate open 
access. Previously European Director for Strategic Partnerships 
for JSTOR and the digital preservation service, Portico, she 
has over 20 years’ experience across all areas of the academic 
information sector. Colleen is a frequent speaker at international 
conferences, leads workshops on open access, is a member of 
the LIBER Open Access Working Group, and serves as an elected 
member of the UKSG Main Committee.
Martin is Professor of 
Literature, Technology and 
Publishing at Birkbeck, 
University of London. He holds 
a Ph.D from the University of 
Sussex and is the author of five 
books, including Open Access 
and the Humanities, published 
openly by Cambridge University 
Press. Martin is a co-founder 
and CEO of the Open Library of 
Humanities and a member of the UUK Open Access Monographs 
Working Group.
Working in academic publishing 
for 15 years, Catherine has 
held a variety of roles, both 
for commercial publishers and 
not-for-profit organisations. In 
her current position as Director 
of Publishing for the British 
Ecological Society, she leads the 
publications team in publishing 
five hybrid journals and two 
gold OA journals, as well as 
a small book list. Catherine is also a Council member for the 
Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers.
C 12.15
Plan S and the ultimate measure:  
Is it good for research?
Colleen Campbell 
Open Access 2020 
Martin Eve  
Birkbeck, University of London 
Catherine Hill 
British Ecological Society
When launching the principles of Plan S last September, 
cOAlition S gave this motivation: “The subscription-based 
model of scientific publishing emerged at a certain point in 
the history of science, when research papers needed extensive 
typesetting, layout design, printing, and when hardcopies of 
journals needed to be distributed throughout the world. While 
moving from print to digital, the publishing process still needs 
services, but the distribution channels have been completely 
transformed. There is no valid reason to maintain any kind of 
subscription-based business model for scientific publishing 
in the digital world, where Open Access dissemination is 
maximising the impact, visibility, and efficiency of the whole 
research process.”
While many stakeholders in scholarly communication 
welcomed the decisive move towards the realisation of 
full and immediate Open Access to scholarly publications 
by 2020, certainly not all of the 900+ feedback responses 
received by cOAlition S were positive. Many found the 
principles too restrictive, too fast. Publishers have been 
advised that they “may charge fair value for [services that 
help scientists to review, edit, disseminate, and interlink 
their work] in a transparent way”, but Society publishers, 
in particular, are concerned that a shift away from the 
subscription business model will inhibit their ability to fulfil 
their mission of the advancement of science. Researchers 
have been told they “must realise that they are doing a gross 
disservice to the institution of science if they continue to 
report their outcomes in publications that will be locked 
behind paywalls”, but some say that implementation of 
Plan S Principles in the current landscape will come with 
grave infringement of their academic freedom. And what of 
libraries? Has their role in the research process and scholarly 
communication been overlooked or empowered by Plan 
S? In this plenary session, key representatives from each 
of these stakeholder groups will share their authoritative 
perspectives on Plan S Implementation and its implications 
for research and the audience will be invited to participate in 
the discussion.
Plenary Session 3
Plan S and the ultimate measure:  
is it good for research?
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Incoming Chair, UKSG
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09.00
Registration
Hall 1
09.30
Breakout sessions (Group C)
10.30
Refreshments and exhibition viewing
Hall 1
SPONSORED BY
11.00
Breakout sessions (Group D)
Plenary Session 3
Plan S and the ultimate measure:  
Is it good for research
Ludlow Suite 
Chair: Incoming Chair, UKSG
12.15
Plan S Panel Discussion
Colleen Campbell, Open Access 2020 
Martin Eve, Birkbeck, University of London 
Catherine Hill, British Ecological Society
13.15
Close of conference
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From your Insights Editors
Lorraine Estelle and Steve Sharp 
Insights Co-Editors
Welcome to Telford!  We are looking forward to hearing 
about some great topics at the conference, and who 
knows – they could develop into future articles for 
Insights!  
We have completed one year since our move to 
continuous publication, and we feel that Insights, 
and our authors, have benefited from the one-to-one 
attention we have been able to pay to the marketing and 
promotion of each article published. This year we are 
planning to bring you a specially curated collection which 
will pull together the perceptive and often far-sighted 
Insights articles written since the Finch Report was 
published in 2012.  We are grateful to our Guest Editors, 
Graham Stone and Frank Manista of Jisc for their work 
on pulling this together.  
Finally, we would encourage 
our Insights readers to become 
Insights authors; our call for 
papers on the UKSG website 
provides the details. We are 
interested in your research, case 
studies and opinion pieces. We 
also encourage you to follow in 
the footsteps of some recent 
authors by joining the debate 
- if you take issue with any of 
the opinions recently published in 
Insights, please submit your critique.
https://insights.uksg.org/about/submissions/
Get social with 
#UKSG2019! 
CONNECTING THE KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY
Follow us on 
Twitter @UKSG
Join the UKSG 
LinkedIn Group
Like us on 
Facebook
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There will be 30 breakout sessions from which to select, split into 4 Groups. 
The Group A sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Monday 8 April at 13.30 and Tuesday 9 April at 11.00
The Group B sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Monday 8 April at 14.30 and Tuesday 9 April at 14.30
The Group C sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Monday 8 April at 16.00 and Wednesday 10 April at 09.30
The Group D sessions will run concurrently for 45 minutes on: Tuesday 9 April at 16.00 and Wednesday 10 April at 11.00
Delegates will be able to attend a different session of their choice and are not required to select their preferences in advance.
1. Diversity in HE libraries: working towards best practice 
Jennifer Bayjoo, Natalia Gordon  
and Amy Campbell 
Leeds Beckett University
The shocking fact that 96.7% of library and information 
workers identify as white has led us to create Diversity 
in Libraries of the North (DILON). The aim of DILON is to 
create a network for BAME librarians, to lobby for change 
in the sector and to raise awareness. We will discuss the 
current issues in the sector and wider society, and everyone 
regardless of ethnicity is welcome to contribute ideas and 
experiences so that we can stimulate positive change. DILON 
has also come up with some practical steps that delegates can 
take back to their place of work.
2. What do funders want from research infrastructure?  
Let’s link the grants with the outputs! 
Kirsty Meddings 
Crossref
Research funders are increasingly setting the agenda for 
scholarly communications, mandating certain editorial 
practices such as open peer review and data sharing, 
elevating the importance of preprints, and advocating for 
better use of existing community-run infrastructures like 
those maintained by Crossref, DataCite, and ORCID. This 
session will explain what’s new and next for the funding 
and infrastructure space, introducing a key project around 
persistent identifiers and metadata for grants, including use 
of facilities. Whilst the scholarly community has adopted 
standard persistent identifiers (PIDs) — for people (e.g. 
ORCID), content (e.g. DOIs, PMCIDs), and soon organizations 
(ROR.community) including funders (the Funder Registry) 
— the record of the award is not captured in a consistent 
way across funders worldwide. And they are not easily linked 
up with the literature or the researchers or the institutions. 
Harmonizing grant identifiers with one common universal 
schema will not just help people better measure reach and 
return, but will offer researchers a system that works more 
smoothly and accurately. In this session, hear from funding 
organizations about what they want, learn about the findings 
from the grant identifier pilot, and discover the next steps for 
this initiative.
3. The post big deal landscape:  
Future plans and lessons learned 
Bernie Folan 
Bernie Folan Research and Consulting 
David Ross 
Sage Publishing 
Monica Crump 
NUI Galway 
Gareth O'Neill 
Eurodoc
With some organisations shaping a post big deal future, and 
publisher descriptions of having reached peak subscription, in 
a landscape of new national policies, what lessons are being 
learned, plans being made and views emerging? A small panel 
consisting of librarian, publisher and researcher will address 
the issues from their perspectives. The session will be an 
open forum with audience discussion, questions and debate. 
The aim to hear practical advice, log divergent opinion, learn 
from others’ experiences and help plot our futures. Delegates 
from all constituent groups are encouraged to attend to 
enable cross-industry debate.
4. Squeezed middle? The positioning of academic  
libraries in the institution 
John Cox 
NUI Galway
How academic libraries position themselves in their parent 
institutions is vital to their recognition, resourcing and 
prospects. This paper will look at the progress, opportunities, 
barriers and dilemmas for libraries as they seek to position 
themselves optimally in the organisation. It will take account 
of both positive developments and negative factors, arguing 
that strong connectivity with the wider institutional agenda 
is key to changing perceptions and ensuring that the library 
is not taken for granted or sold short. Otherwise the library 
may represent a squeezed middle, feeling the pressure from 
all sides but not reaping the benefits of its transformation. 
Group A
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5. Using COUNTER Release 5 Usage Reports to  
support strategic decision making in libraries 
Irene Barbers  
Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH
COUNTER’s new Code of Practice was effective from January 
2019. This breakout session will explain how librarians can 
make effective use of the new metrics to support decision 
making. It will explain how librarians can use these new 
reports to: Understand user behaviours; perform cost per 
use calculations on the articles they have paid for, compare 
book usage across different e-book platforms, investigate 
usage of A&I databases and full text databases; and evaluate 
usage of open access content. The session will also explain 
how COUNTER is ensuring compliance with the new Code of 
Practice, and how librarians can confidently tell if a publisher 
or vendor is compliant.
6. Decolonising Research Methods 
Sara Ewing 
Goldsmiths, University of London
The speaker hosts workshops that situate Western academic 
research in historical, political and social conditions that are 
tied to colonial practices of difference and hierarchy. They 
are centred on participants’ ideas, assumptions, experiences 
and values in relation to different themes, in conjunction 
with short non-traditional texts, to provoke meaningful and 
unexpected discussions. These workshops align with the 
Goldsmiths goal to ‘Liberate Our Degree’ by addressing 
the inequalities embedded in pedagogy and curricula. 
Current collaborations include library staff working with 
procurement, reading lists and library practices, lecturers in 
various departments seeking to diversify their curriculum 
design, and students invested in decolonizing their own 
programmes. 
7. E-textbooks - Jisc Collections Top 50 Reading List Title 
Licensing Pilot - Will it be seen as a success or a failure? 
Caroline Mackay  
Jisc Collections
Jisc Collections would like to take this opportunity to review 
with participants our future strategy for e-textbooks which 
is currently under development. We will discuss and share 
our strategy for e-textbook affordability with you during 
the session and welcome your input based on your own 
experiences. This strategy, based on evidence from previous 
pilots, covers a multiple of areas that we will concentrate 
on over the next three years, including inclusive or 1:1 
access, courseware, open textbooks and OER, while sharing 
experiences with our international consortia colleagues who 
are also working in this e-textbook area. This workshop will 
be of interest to anyone involved in licensing e-textbooks.
8. Increasing engagement with digital collections 
Tim O'Neill 
University of Manchester
The University of Manchester Library invests a significant 
amount of financial resources in digital collections, and 
we wish to maximise their use and increase awareness to 
potential audiences. In the face of rising costs and limited 
budgets, it is important that we demonstrate value for 
money of our digital collections, as well as their impact in 
teaching and research across the University. A key factor 
to achieving this is how we promote our collections to our 
users to increase engagement, the effectiveness of our 
current activities and who this responsibility lies with across 
library teams. This session will describe the results and 
recommendations of an audit that was performed of our 
current acquisition and collections promotion activities. It 
will highlight some of our successful and varied engagement 
activities, as well as future approaches and improvements 
that we are hoping to bring in to maximise use and impact of 
our digital collections.
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9. Get yourself heard: writing for publication 
Helen Fallon 
Maynooth University/IReL
Anyone can write for publication. Whether you’re aiming at 
a peer-reviewed article, a practice-based piece, or writing a 
regular professional blog, getting your ideas and experience 
out into the wider world is a great way to engage with your 
professional community and beyond. Publishing can also 
enhance your career opportunities. This workshop will give 
you the confidence to start writing for publication. It will 
cover some key techniques to get you started and to keep 
going right through to publication. Helen Fallon is Deputy 
University Librarian at Maynooth University. She is on the 
editorial board of “New Review of Academic Librarianship” 
and has published extensively.
10. Destroying the silo: how breaking down  
barriers can lead to proactive and cooperative  
researcher support 
Cath Dishman 
Liverpool John Moores University 
Katherine Stephan 
Liverpool John Moores University
The Research Excellence Framework open access agenda 
brought about opportunities for the library research support 
team to work more closely with the Research Office at 
Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU). The benefit 
of working collaboratively – for example, delivering joint 
sessions – raised the profile of research support across the 
university as a whole. As a team, we wanted to build on 
that by working with other support teams and academic 
departments across the university who share our aim of 
supporting researchers. Alongside that, we wanted to develop 
potential collaborations to make the library more visible to 
those that we are trying to support and develop. What we 
are often confronted with are individual silos where staff 
and academics work independently, towards the common 
goal of supporting researchers but with much duplication 
of work and practice. We would like to demonstrate how 
libraries are well placed to collaborate with colleagues 
across the university. Using examples of our own success 
as well as struggles, we will demonstrate how the library 
can be at the heart of the academic community in numerous 
facets: training, events, and advocacy to name a few. The 
session will encourage attendees to think about how they 
can coordinate and work with others to develop fruitful and 
collaborative partnerships to the benefit of their research 
agenda, their own department and their institution. 
11. Metadata En Croûte: How to make metadata more 
appetizing to decision makers 
Fiona Counsell 
Taylor & Francis
How do we make what some might think to be boring 
metadata more appealing? Metadata has a PR problem and 
it’s time to wrap it in pastry and bake it for 40-45 minutes 
until golden brown. How can we motivate organizations 
and businesses in scholarly communications to improve 
their metadata? How do we support individuals to make 
the case for metadata solutions to decision makers in their 
organizations? How might we elevate the importance of 
metadata to motivate publishers, service providers, and 
libraries to make the sometimes costly infrastructure changes 
to enhance the completeness, connectedness, openness 
and reusability of metadata? ‘Incentives for Improving 
Metadata’ is one of Metadata 2020’s six projects, and has 
been described as the ‘vision’ project of the collaboration. 
Project participants are working to create resources to help 
organizations across scholarly communications understand 
the importance of metadata, including helping them identify 
tangible and appealing operational benefits for infrastructure 
changes. In this session Fiona will present the resources 
created to date and engage attendees to consider what 
additional resources may be helpful in their respective 
communities.
12. Usage, Engagement and Impact: Evaluating the usage 
of and measuring impact and engagement with library 
resources at Leeds Beckett University Library 
Julie Cleverley 
Leeds Beckett University
In 2017-18 we undertook a pilot project to evaluate 
OpenAthens, EZ Proxy and Student Record data to enable 
in-depth analysis of e-resources usage, student engagement 
and library impact. The project objective was to provide 
evidence and insight to inform e-resource acquisition so that 
our users had appropriate, impactful and value for money 
resources, and thus a successful learning and teaching 
experience. We are now starting to look at School data, 
comparing it with NSS results to measure the correlation 
between usage of and engagement with e-resources and 
student feedback.
13. How good is your metadata? Presenting  
participation reports 
Laura Wilkinson 
Crossref
An interactive session to view and discuss how different 
Crossref members are doing with metadata completeness. 
Who fares best in terms of including abstracts, or text-
mining links, or ORCID iDs? Crossref membership has 
extended to libraries and funders and scholars themselves, 
so we won’t just be looking at the “usual suspects”. We’ll 
also be asking for feedback and ideas for what checks to put 
in place for the next phase of Crossref participation reports. 
Drawing on findings from the Metadata 2020 initiative, we 
will also offer some insights into the barriers publishers and 
vendors face when collating and registering richer metadata, 
and advice for how to overcome them. 
14. The Jury is Still Out: Presenting the case for and against 
Demand Driven Acquisition and Evidence-based Acquisition 
models for Ebook access and purchase 
Annette Moore 
University of Sussex 
Chloe Dobson 
University of Sussex
How do libraries navigate the maze of different Ebook 
access and acquisitions models to select the model that 
meets both the needs of our users as well as the size of our 
budgets? From individual title purchase to Demand Driven 
Acquisitions (DDA) and Evidence-based Acquisition (EBA): 
how do we assess the value of the different models? What 
have been the benefits and challenges to staff and users? 
This interactive presentation session reflects on 5 years of 
Ebook provision using DDA and EBA models and invites the 
audience to vote (using Poll Everywhere) on the big issues 
raised. Can the jury help us to reach a verdict?
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15. NOT ON THE LIST: Developing collections  
beyond resource lists  
Andrew Knight 
University of Roehampton
Like many university libraries, Roehampton uses reading 
list software. Although a resource list culture has been 
successfully established amongst academic staff and 
students, such an approach has also resulted in reduced 
opportunities for collection development outside those 
resource lists. In this session, we look at how cross-
departmental collaboration has been able to identify 
content for postgraduate students and researchers, as well 
as supporting the University community’s wider needs by 
developing non-academic collections in health & wellbeing, 
citizenship and student support.
16. The data wars are coming. Moving from management 
information to data driven intelligence 
Ken Chad 
Ken Chad Consulting
In 2017 the Economist magazine, in a much quoted article 
said, ”the world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, 
but data. Smartphones and the internet have made data 
abundant, ubiquitous and far more valuable”. While data 
may be abundant, in the world of libraries, publishers 
and intermediaries it is typically siloed and the value and 
potential to improve services has barely begun to be realised. 
Ken will argue that, on their own, data from libraries, 
publishers or conventional intermediaries will not be enough 
to deliver the kinds of predictive analytics and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) solutions that are emerging. Commercial 
companies and sector bodies like Jisc have begun to develop 
platforms that make use of data from a variety of sources. 
This will be an intensely competitive environment and it is 
not yet clear who the winners will be for, as Indian Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi said at the world economic forum in 
January 2018, ‘whoever controls data will have control over 
the world in the future’. The data wars have begun...
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17. Data, data, everywhere? Not nearly enough! 
Rachael Lammey 
Crossref 
Mary Hirsch 
DataCite
The underlying data created and/or reused and remixed for 
research is becoming as crucial as the resulting text-based 
output. This is your opportunity to dig into the what, the 
why, and the how of data publication, data citation, and data 
sharing. Workshop hosts will cover this topic from a range of 
perspectives. Let’s review the best practices and case studies 
in data citation and data publishing, add to our collective 
understanding of why this is so important, and contribute 
to the next steps in building solutions to improving 
infrastructure for research data.
18. Green Open Access in Practice 
Anette Schneider and Ane Ahrenkiel Sand 
Technical University of Denmark  
APCs – Mirroring the impact factor or legacy  
of the subscription-based model? 
Nina Schoenfelder 
Bielefeld University
Green Open Access in Practice 
Libraries spend a lot of time on golden and hybrid Open 
Access both in the interaction with publishers and in the 
daily subscription and licence management. What about 
green Open Access? How far have we come in terms of 
implementing green Open Access? How much content is 
actually available as green Open Access? What practical 
challenges do the libraries encounter in their efforts to 
implement the Danish national green Open Access strategy? 
What can libraries do to overcome these challenges and what 
can publishers do to support green Open Access? 
APCs – Mirroring the impact factor or legacy of the  
subscription-based model?
With the ongoing open-access transformation, article 
processing charges (APCs) are gaining importance as the 
dominant business model for scientific open-access journals. 
This paper analyzes which factors determine the level of an 
APC by means of multivariate linear regression. The results 
show that the journal’s impact and the hybrid status are the 
most important factors. However, the relationship between 
APC and SNIP is different for open-access journals and 
hybrid journals. The journal’s impact is crucial for the level of 
APCs in open-access journals, whereas it little alters APCs 
for publications in hybrid-journals.
19. Institutional repositories, item and research data metrics 
Jo Lambert 
Jisc 
Paul Needham 
University of Cranfield
The success of COUNTER in supporting adoption of a 
standard to measure e-resource usage over the past 15 
years is apparent. The prevalence of global OA policies and 
mandates, and the role of institutional repositories within 
this context prompts demand for more granular metrics. It 
also raises the profile of data sharing of item level usage and 
research data metrics. The need for reliable and authoritative 
measures is key. This burgeoning interest is complemented 
by a number of initiatives to explore the measurement 
and tracking of usage of a broad range of objects outside 
traditional publisher platforms. Drawing on examples 
such as OpenAIRE, IRUSdata-UK, Crossref’s distributed 
usage logging and DOI event tracker projects, COAR Next 
Generation Repositories and IRUS-UK, this session will 
provide an update on progress in this area, discuss some 
challenges and current approaches to tackling them.
20. When is a journal not a journal? An introduction  
to the variety of scholarly publication formats 
Rebecca Evans 
SAGE Publishing
These days, research can be published in many different 
forms, from a growing number of options in journal 
publishing - including mega-journals, preprints and hybrid 
OA journals – to less traditional forms of publishing such as 
case studies and videos. This session is intended for anyone 
wanting an introductory level overview of the growing range 
of ways in which researchers can disseminate their work, 
so come along and find out a little more about the options 
available to your researchers, and learn from your colleagues 
at the same time.
21. From Librarian to Corporate Governance and Back Again 
- experiences of moving from the library world to working 
alongside the Vice Chancellor and Deputy Vice Chancellor 
before returning to the library world. 
Alastair Flett 
University of Liverpool
The session will be based on personal reflections on a 
career that began in NHS and university libraries, and has 
incorporated a variety of senior institution-wide roles in 
university management before returning to libraries as 
Deputy Director: Libraries, Museums and Galleries at the 
University of Liverpool. Common misconceptions university 
managers might have about libraries - and vice versa - will 
be explored, along with a comparative look at cultural norms 
and ways of working in a university’s ‘centre’ and its library.
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22. Spells and Counter-spells: the Irresistible Lure  
and Resistible Rise of Fake News 
Adam Blackwell 
ProQuest
When it comes to what most people think of as fake news 
(demonstrably false information presented as truth), we are 
usually willing participants in our own fooling. But there’s 
another kind of fake news: demonstrably true information 
that’s presented as false. In this session, we’ll see how 
political leaders, actors, and other public figures have used 
this second kind of fake news to immunize themselves from 
legitimate criticisms. We’ll also see why educators, not 
engineers, represent our best hope for reclaiming facts and 
enforcing accountability.
25. Improving content discovery using AI  
and machine learning 
David Leeming 
67 Bricks
AI and machine learning has been generating a lot of 
attention over the past couple of years, but they still raise 
a lot of questions for our industry. How should publishers, 
librarians and researchers engage with these technologies? 
Are these technologies a threat to the current scholarly 
ecosystem or an opportunity? Can these technologies really 
help us drive the discovery and dissemination of research? 
How have these technologies already become an essential 
part of the scholarly ecosystem? After a short introduction 
to the concepts of AI and machine learning we will address 
these questions by engaging the audience in a live 
interactive demonstration in which we work together to train 
a machine learning algorithm to work with scholarly content. 
We will share areas of opportunity we have uncovered from 
our experiences of working with these technologies within 
the industry and discuss how publishers, librarians and 
researchers might work with these technologies to further 
advance the future of scholarly communication.
26. What publishers can learn from caterers 
Adam Gardner 
Peter Lang AG
Imagine a buffet with hundreds of tasty dishes, and a 
big plate in your hand. Wouldn’t it be nice if publishing 
was as tempting and optional as that? We think that 
the transformation to Open Access requires more from 
a publisher than just making content freely available. It 
requires publishers to be just as service oriented and flexible 
in their offers as a catering service is to their customers. We 
all know that the requirements to realize a book project are 
diverse. Does the author want an intensified copyediting? 
Do they need support for researching images? What kind 
of promotional campaign would they like to see for their 
project? The idea is to offer a basic publishing menu that 
covers the essentials, such as light copyediting, typesetting, 
production of eBook and print formats. In addition, the 
author can then add services that they think are useful for 
their project. Additional services might include content 
related services such as research for additional images or the 
design of a graph, publishing related services such as special 
binding for the print book or promotional material, or even 
services related to their general career as a researcher, such 
as a video about their research field and interests. The costs 
for each service item are clearly defined beforehand and 
are completely transparent. The author only pays for what 
they choose. Of course, these publishing services are only 
offered after the project has been accepted for publishing by 
a positive peer-review as well as a thorough plagiarism check. 
Several questions remain: which are the most interesting 
services to authors? How much are these services valued? 
In a study conducted together with the German University 
HTWK Leipzig, 1300 authors have provided us with answers, 
ranging from “why don’t I publish my work in a repository?” 
to “how important is a book review to me?”. This session 
offers a summary of the year-long transformation from 
publisher to catering service. 
Group C
Group D
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23. Sharing library experiences from around the world  
Anne Powell 
INASP 
Miriam Conteh-Morgan 
University of Sierra Leone
What are the common themes for research libraries around 
the world? What are the differences? What can we learn from 
each other? And how can publishers and libraries work together 
to ensure that researchers everywhere have access to the 
materials they need, and the skills to evaluate and use those 
materials? This session will be led by a librarian who has worked 
for many years in both African and international university 
contexts. She will share experiences of new developments and 
challenges through her career and current work helping African 
students develop their critical thinking skills.
24. What publishers want librarians to know 
Bernie Folan 
Bernie Folan Research and Consulting
In 2017 a research project was undertaken uncovering 
librarians’ messages to publishers. The anonymous survey 
resulted in over 600 free-text messages which were coded, 
analysed and shared via a UKSG lightning talk, an Insights 
article as well as other written pieces. Responding to demand, 
the reverse of this research project has now been undertaken 
– collecting publisher messages to librarians. The aim is 
to uncover prevalent attitudes, challenges and questions – 
from differing publisher roles – to build communication and 
understanding. This session will present analysed findings and 
invite discussion of recurrent or unexpected themes.
Group D
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27. Technological innovation as an engagement tool  
in academic libraries 
Maria Cotera 
Ex Libris
Technological innovation is driving a profound cultural 
change and is an essential part of the current digital 
transformation in higher education. New technologies, new 
business models and new customers are challenging us to 
rethink, refocus and reinvent ourselves and the services 
we provide. Libraries are starting to anticipate the latest 
technological trends – including artificial intelligence, 
robotics, wearables, apps, virtual reality, etc. – and integrate 
them into the user experience to provide innovative, 
diverse and disruptive learning environments as a powerful 
engagement tool.
28. An artful deposit - When 3D becomes 2D: Supporting 
creative arts researchers through the REF and beyond 
Sarah Beighton 
Staffordshire University
Much of the onus currently focussed around outputs for 
REF 2021 is placed on ‘traditionally’ published research, 
but this raises the question, how will physical outputs, 
such as the work produced by creative arts researchers, be 
measured? The anticipation is that a range of outputs will 
be accepted, so it is important to facilitate the inclusion of 
creative arts research imaginatively and in a timely fashion. 
The presentation will be conducted in two parts: The first 
part will discuss the varied solutions we have come up 
with at Staffordshire University as well as some of the 
barriers encountered along the way. During the second 
part attendees will work in small groups to discuss existing 
practice, the challenges faced and potential solutions with 
respect to creative arts deposits. Ideas will be gathered from 
the workshop and collated into ‘best practice guidelines’ 
including a ‘top 5 tips’ to supporting researchers from this 
background. An informal network will be set up for those who 
want to stay in touch to share further ideas or to have any 
future questions answered. Attendees will leave the session 
with a better idea of how to support researchers from a 
creative arts background.
29. Opportunities and challenges:  
University presses in a changing climate 
Alison Shaw 
Bristol University Press 
Megan Taylor 
Huddersfield University Press
Alison Shaw, Chief Executive of Bristol University Press, 
and Megan Taylor, Press Manager at the University of 
Huddersfield Press, explore some of the key challenges 
and opportunities facing university presses in the rapidly 
changing world of scholarly publishing. Touching on mission 
and purpose, responding to policy changes, funding, key 
relationships and publishing technologies, this session shows 
how two different publishing models are playing their part in 
supporting the research community.
30. Developing careers in scholarly communications  
support: opportunities and challenges 
Anna Grigson 
London School of Economics and Political Science 
Helen Blanchett 
Jisc
Supporting scholarly communications activities is now a core 
part of many libraries’ mission. But it’s a fast-moving area – 
roles can be variable between different institutions, new skills 
sets and aptitudes are emerging. Established career paths for 
library staff are being disrupted, presenting both challenges 
and new opportunities. If you’re a new professional, what 
skills will you need to build a career and what are the 
possible career opportunities? If you’re a manager, what 
skills will you need in your staff, and how can these be 
developed? This session will outline the current state of 
skills development and training in scholarly communications 
support within university libraries, and the work being done 
to coordinate activity across the community by universities 
a range of professional associations including UKSG, Jisc, 
SCONUL, RLUK, UKCoRR, ARMA, Vitae, Cilip and the British 
Library. It will be an interactive workshop, and attendees will 
be encouraged to reflect on progress to date and help shape 
future activities.
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2AAAS/Science
Stand No: 106
Website: http://science.sciencemag.org
Contact: Elisabeth Leonard / ealeonard@aaas.org
Science is the world’s leading weekly general scientific journal featuring peer-reviewed, original scientific research articles and reports, 
science and research news, and more. Additional e-resources published by AAAS include Science Classic (Science archives), Science 
Advances (an open access journal), Science Immunology, Science Robotics, Science Signaling, and Science Translational Medicine. For 
more information about the journals visit http://science.sciencemag.org or to inquire about pricing, email scienceonline@aaas.org
ACCUCOMS
Stand No: 22
Website: www.accucoms.com
Contact: Rasmus Andersen / marketing@accucoms.com
ACCUCOMS is the leading independent provider of services to academic and professional publishers around the world. ACCUCOMS 
operates in five continents, covering North America, Latin America, Europe, Middle East, North Africa, Turkey, India, South Korea, 
Taiwan and South East Asia. ACCUCOMS’s multilingual teams offers efficient and intelligent representation, telesales and business 
intelligence services as well as user interaction programs to clients that range from large publishing houses to specialist society 
publishers. ACCUCOMS launched Aggregagent, a new way of thinking about collection sales in 2016.
ACS Publications
Stand No: 60 & 61
Website:   https://pubs.acs.org/ 
Contact:  Alice Graves / AGraves@acs-i.org  
ACS Publications is a nonprofit scholarly publisher of more than 50 of the most cited, most trusted and most read peer-reviewed 
journals and eBooks. The Division offers high quality, rapid time to publication, a range of channels to access the publisher’s 
cutting-edge digital platform, and a comprehensive program of Open Access initiatives. ACS Publications also publishes Chemical 
& Engineering News—a news magazine covering science and technology, business and industry, government and policy, education, 
and employment aspects of the chemistry field.
Adam Matthew Digital
Stand No: 5 & 6
Website:   www.amdigital.co.uk
Contact:   Callum Barton / callum@amdigital.co.uk
Adam Matthew is a digital publisher of unique primary source collections sourced from archives around the world. Our award-
winning collections span the humanities and social sciences, from medieval manuscripts to 20th century global politics. Designed 
for teaching and research, we enhance our content through the innovative use of technology, inspired by the unique nature of the 
material we work with. Visit us at stand 5-6 for details of our latest titles including ‘Shakespeare’s Globe Archive’, three centuries 
of materials relating to gender roles and relations in ‘Gender: Identity and Social Change’ and the inclusion of handwritten text 
recognition technology to ‘Mass Observation Online’.
AIP Publishing
Stand No:   71
Website:   publishing.aip.org/librarians
Contact:   Brett Thomas / bthomas@aip.org
AIP Publishing is a wholly owned not-for-profit subsidiary of the American Institute of Physics (AIP). 
Our portfolio offers scientists, engineers, researchers and students a foundation of interdisciplinary and emerging basic and  
applied research. Spanning the physical sciences, publications cover physics, plasmas, fluids, mathematical physics,  
instrumentation, and education. 
American Association for Cancer Research
Stand No:   98
Website:   www.aacr.org 
Contact:   Karola Rac / Karola.rac@aacr.org 
Founded in 1907, the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) is the world’s first and largest professional organization 
dedicated to advancing cancer research and its mission to prevent and cure cancer.    
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m terial we work with. Visit us at stand 5-6 for details of our latest titles including ‘Shakespeare’s Globe Archive’, three centur es 
of materials r lating to gender roles and r lations in ‘Gend r: Ident ty and Social Change’ and the inclusion of handwritten text 
recognition technol y to ‘Mass Observation Online’.
AIP Publishing
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American Association for Cancer Research
Stand No:   98
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Contact:   Karola Rac / Karol .rac@ acr.org 
Founded in 1907, the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) is the world’s first and largest professional organization 
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AACR membership includes 40,000 clinical, laboratory, and translational, researchers; population scientists; other health care 
professionals; and patient advocates residing in 120 countries. The AACR marshals the full spectrum of expertise of the cancer 
community to accelerate progress in the prevention, biology, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer. 
The AACR publishes eight prestigious, peer-reviewed scientific journals and a magazine for cancer survivors, patients, and their caregivers.
American Psychological Association
Stand No:   98
Website:   www.apa.org/pubs 
Contact:   Roohana Khan / rkhan@apa.org
The American Psychological Association (www.apa.org) is a leading scientific and professional organization representing 
psychology. Our mission is to advance the creation, communication and application of psychological knowledge to benefit society 
and improve people’s lives.
APA Publishing provides valuable resources in the form of full-text scholarly journals and books, world-renowned databases 
including PsycINFO® and PsycARTICLES® and more, our line of children’s books, Magination Press®, and an electronic resource 
for teaching and learning effective writing. 
Annual Reviews
Stand No:   66
Website:   www.annualreviews.org 
Contact:   Andrea Lopez / alopez@annualreviews.org
Annual Reviews is a nonprofit publisher dedicated to synthesizing and integrating knowledge for the progress of science and 
the benefit of society. Annual Reviews journals promote the sharing of relevant research through in-depth, highly-cited reviews 
written by invited authors. 50 disciplines are covered within Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences, and a variety of content 
collections for institutions and consortia are available. 
New in 2018: Annual Review of Criminology, Annual Review of Biomedical Data Science, Annual Review of Control, Robotics, and 
Autonomous Systems
Askews and Holts Library Services
Stand No:   9
Website:   www.askewsandholts.com
Contact:   Jaqui Holborn / jaquih@askewsandholts.com
Askews Academic supply shelf ready print, eBook and multimedia services to F.E & H.E Institutions.
Through our partnership with our sister company, Gardners Books, the UK’s largest book wholesaler, our well managed and efficient 
supply chain delivers swiftly to help libraries meet the ever increasing expectations of students.
Our eBook service, VLeBooks, provides a market leading solution to eBook purchasing, saving libraries both time and money.
Providing the highest standard of customer care is our priority. UK based for over 140 years, our dedicated academic team are 
always on hand to provide support and advice to libraries.
Association for Computing Machinery    
Stand No: 4
Website: https://dl.acm.org/ 
Contact: Joshua Horowitz / jhorowitz@hq.acm.org   
ACM is the world’s largest educational and scientific computing society, and delivers resources that advance computing as a science 
and a profession. ACM provides the computing field’s premier Digital Library and serves its members and the computing profession 
with leading-edge publications, conferences, and career resources.
Atypon    
Stand No: 49
Website: www.atypon.com 
Contact: Megan Prosser / mprosser@atypon.com   
Atypon develops publishing technologies for getting mission-critical content into the hands of the practitioners and researchers 
who need it most. Literatum, our online publishing and website development platform, gives content providers easy-to-use and 
automated tools to manage, market, and monetize every type of content that they distribute, from standards and scholarly articles 
to online courses and videos. Founded in 1996, Atypon is headquartered in Santa Clara, CA, with over 400 staff in 10 offices in the 
United States, Europe, and the Mideast.
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4Bibliotech
Stand No: 28
Website:   www.bibliotech.com
Contact:  Vanessa Gamet / vanessa@bibliotech.com
Founded in 2014 by university students with the mission of building an ebook platform to better suit the needs of users, Bibliotech 
has since matured into a company that is the preferred etextbook solution for over 30 leading UK universities. Bibliotech offers 
multiple distribution models to best suit the needs of our library partners and we work with all major education publishers to deliver 
ebooks any time and any device on our industry-leading platform.
BioOne
Stand No: 99
Website: www.bioone.org
Contact: Rameez Ali / rameez@bioone.org
BioOne Complete is BioOne’s database of over 200 high quality, subscribed and open-access titles focused in the biological, 
ecological, and environmental sciences. For subscribing libraries, BioOne Complete offers a cost-effective, curated collection of 
independently-published journals. 81% of subscribed titles have Impact Factors, and more than 40% of titles are available online 
exclusively through BioOne Complete.
Bloomsbury Digital Resources
Stand No: 3
Website:   www.bloomsburydigitalresources.com
Contact:   Lewis Conlin / OnlineSalesUK@bloomsbury.com
Bloomsbury Digital Resources provides creative online learning environments that support scholarly research and inspire students 
throughout the world. We seek to engage our users with academically rigorous, editorially crafted content that encourages people 
to think and explore. We believe in working  in partnership with librarians, researchers and instructors to offer flexible solutions and 
unparalleled customer support, and we strive to create a culture of excellence and entrepreneurial thinking that is solutions-focused 
and rewards innovation.
BMC
Stand No:   85
Website:   www.springernature.com
Contact:   David Corbett / david.corbett@springernature.com
A pioneer of open access publishing, BMC has an evolving portfolio of high quality peer-reviewed journals including broad interest 
titles such as BMC Biology and BMC Medicine, specialist journals such as Malaria Journal and Microbiome, and the BMC Series. 
Expanding beyond biomedicine into the physical sciences, mathematics and engineering disciplines, BMC now offers a wider 
portfolio of subject fields on a single open access platform. At BMC, research is always in progress.
BMJ
Stand No:   31
Website:   bmj.com/company
Contact:   Steve Thorpe / support@bmj.com
BMJ shares knowledge and expertise to improve healthcare outcomes. We publish one of the world’s most cited general medical 
journals, The BMJ, alongside 70 specialty journals.  
We also produce e-learning modules, events and clinical decision support tools that help healthcare professionals improve the 
quality of healthcare delivery.
Bristol University Press and Policy Press
Stand No:   47
Website:   bristoluniversitypress.co.uk
Contact:   Bahar Muller / bahar.muller@bristol.ac.uk
Launching titles to ignite debate. Bristol University Press publishes world-class scholarship in the social sciences with a bold 
vision to effect global impact and social change.  Home to the award-winning Policy Press, this new, not for profit University Press 
advances theory, knowledge and learning within and beyond academia. Areas of interest for Bristol University Press include Politics 
and International Relations, Economics and Society, Human Geography, Law and Business and Management.  Explore the latest 
additions to our groundbreaking books and journals at bristoluniversitypress.co.uk
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quality of healthcare delivery.
Bristol University Press and Policy Press
Stand No:   47
Website:   bristoluniversitypress.co.uk
Contact:   Bahar Muller / bahar.muller@bristol.ac.uk
Launching titles to ignite debate. Bristol University Press publishes world-class scholarship in the social sciences with a bold 
vision to effect global impact and social change.  Home to the award-winning Policy Press, this new, not for profit University Press 
advances theory, knowledge and learning within and beyond academia. Areas of interest for Bristol University Press include Politics 
and International Relations, Economics and Society, Human Geography, Law and Business and Management.  Explore the latest 
additions to our groundbreaking books and journals at bristoluniversitypress.co.uk
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AACR membership includes 40,000 clinical, laboratory, and translational, researchers; population scientists; other health care 
professionals; and patient advocates residing in 120 countries. The AACR marshals the full spectrum of expertise of the cancer 
community to accelerate progress in the prevention, biology, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer. 
The AACR publishes eight prestigious, peer-reviewed scientific journals and a magazine for cancer survivors, patients, and their caregivers.
American Psychological Association
Stand No:   98
Website:   www.apa.org/pubs 
Contact:   Roohana Khan / rkhan@apa.org
The American Psychological Association (www.apa.org) is a leading scientific and professional organization representing 
psychology. Our mission is to advance the creation, communication and application of psychological knowledge to benefit society 
and improve people’s lives.
APA Publishing provides valuable resources in the form of full-text scholarly journals and books, world-renowned databases 
including PsycINFO® and PsycARTICLES® and more, our line of children’s books, Magination Press®, and an electronic resource 
for teaching and learning effective writing. 
Annual Reviews
Stand No:   66
Website:   www.annualreviews.org 
Contact:   Andrea Lopez / alopez@annualreviews.org
Annual Reviews is a nonprofit publisher dedicated to synthesizing and integrating knowledge for the progress of science and 
the benefit of society. Annual Reviews journals promote the sharing of relevant research through in-depth, highly-cited reviews 
written by invited authors. 50 disciplines are covered within Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences, and a variety of content 
collections for institutions and consortia are available. 
New in 2018: Annual Review of Criminology, Annual Review of Biomedical Data Science, Annual Review of Control, Robotics, and 
Autonomous Systems
Askews and Holts Library Services
Stand No:   9
Website:   www.askewsandholts.com
Contact:   Jaqui Holborn / jaquih@askewsandholts.com
Askews Academic supply shelf ready print, eBook and multimedia services to F.E & H.E Institutions.
Through our partnership with our sister company, Gardners Books, the UK’s largest book wholesaler, our well managed and efficient 
supply chain delivers swiftly to help libraries meet the ever increasing expectations of students.
Our eBook service, VLeBooks, provides a market leading solution to eBook purchasing, saving libraries both time and money.
Providing the highest standard of customer care is our priority. UK based for over 140 years, our dedicated academic team are 
always on hand to provide support and advice to libraries.
Association for Computing Machinery    
Stand No: 4
Website: https://dl.acm.org/ 
Contact: Joshua Horowitz / jhorowitz@hq.acm.org   
ACM is the world’s largest educational and scientific computing society, and delivers resources that advance computing as a science 
and a profession. ACM provides the computing field’s premier Digital Library and serves its members and the computing profession 
with leading-edge publications, conferences, and career resources.
Atypon    
Stand No: 49
Website: www.atypon.com 
Contact: Megan Prosser / mprosser@atypon.com   
Atypon develops publishing technologies for getting mission-critical content into the hands of the practitioners and researchers 
who need it most. Literatum, our online publishing and website development platform, gives content providers easy-to-use and 
automated tools to manage, market, and monetize every type of content that they distribute, from standards and scholarly articles 
to online courses and videos. Founded in 1996, Atypon is headquartered in Santa Clara, CA, with over 400 staff in 10 offices in the 
United States, Europe, and the Mideast.
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UKSG Seminar and Webinar Programme
Our seminars range from introductory-level events designed for those new 
to the information community, to intermediate and advanced seminars 
and workshops on specific themes relevant to members’ professional 
development needs. Some delegates choose to attend certain courses more 
than once to remain up-to-date.
Seminars can also be customised and delivered in-house on request.
Our 2019/2020 provisional schedule is as follows:
Introduction to E-Resources Today  
Manchester, UK - May/June 2019
Resource Discovery and Delivery:  
Understanding the User Journey  
London, UK, June 2019
Licensing Skills  
London, UK, June 2019
Usage Statistics for Decision Making  
London, UK, October 2019
One Day Conference and Forum  
London, UK, November 2019
E-Resources for Further Education  
London, UK, November 2019
Financial Planning for Librarians  
London, UK, December 2019 
Introduction to open access publication  
lifecycles and compliance  
February 2020, venue to be confirmed
Register your interest at: https://www.uksg.org/events-info/seminars2019
UKSG also offers a range of free webinars which 
support distance learning and attract professionals with 
diverse experience from a wide range of organisations 
throughout the world. With around a quarter of 
members based outside the UK, it’s important to ensure 
UKSG also meets their training needs.
The webinars are a fantastic opportunity to listen to an 
expert speaker without any travel costs. Registrants 
can listen to the webinars live and take part in Q&A or 
watch a recording at a time that best suits their time 
zone or schedule. The hashtag for UKSG webinars 
is #UKSGwebinar which attracts considerable 
commentary during the live sessions. They are open to 
all (you do not need to be a member of UKSG).
All webinars are available free of charge. You can also 
register to view a recording of any webinar. 
“UKSG webinars are routinely among the best 
organised and presented webinars I attend.”
Martin Wolf, University of Liverpool
“The webinars are consistently excellent and 
always pay a dividend in terms of the time 
invested in attending the live events or watching 
the recordings.” 
“UKSG webinars provide an excellent opportunity 
to keep informed about industry developments 
and to consider the direction of travel that might 
impact the strategy of your own organisation.”
2018 webinars:
Partnership working at The Hive: opening up access  
and opportunity presented by Sarah Pittaway 
4 December 2018
Introduction to data quality - Europeana’s approach 
presented by Adina Ciocoiu 
22 November 2018 (recorded)
Accessibility aspirations - the outcomes of the Aspire audit 
of e-book accessibility statements and their implications  
for libraries presented by Alistair McNaught 
18 October 2018 (recorded)
Exploring how emerging open science services can enhance 
institutional publication data presented by David Walters 
and Christopher Daley 
11 September 2018 (recorded)
Writing for Academic Publication presented by Helen Fallon 
17 July 2018 (recorded)
TERMS revisited: developing the combination of electronic 
resource management with open access workflows 
update presented by Jill Emery and Peter McCracken 
20 June 2018 (recorded)
“The presenters 
were excellent. They 
were able to explain 
some quite technical 
concepts in a very 
accessible way.”
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Stand No:   15
Website:   www.britishonlinearchives.digital 
Contact:   David Sarsfield / dsarsfield@britishonlinearchives.digital
British Online Archives is an online gateway to over 80 primary source-based collections geared towards teaching and research 
within the Humanities and Social Sciences, essential for both undergraduate and postgraduate study. Why not visit us at Stand 
15 where you can take a closer look at world history through a British lens. Politics, warfare, slavery, colonialism and international 
relations are just some of the core themes to be discovered.
Browns Books for Students
Stand No: 78
Website:   www.brownsbfs.co.uk 
Contact:   Claire Smith / enquiries@brownsbfs.co.uk
Browns Books for Students are a long established and respected supplier of books and eBooks to schools and FE/HE establishments.
Our unique educational website is host to every UK book in print and contains over 6 million titles.  Browns Books for Students 
warehouse holds 800,000 stock titles, some 20 million items available for next day delivery on orders placed before 4pm.
Browns Books for Students are proud of our reputation for providing a quality service, competitive pricing and first class customer care.
Burgundy Information Services
Stand No:   24 & 25
Website:   burgundyservices.com
Contact:   Paul Calow / paul@burgundyservices.com
Burgundy represents a range of publishers and library technology suppliers from around the world. Drop by our booth to catch up 
with your Account Manager and to discover new products and services from our partners - Canadian Science Publishing (STEM), 
SPIE (STEM) and the RedLink Library Dashboard (usage analysis tools for libraries and consortia).
Cambridge University Press
Stand No:   81 & 82
Website:   www.cambridge.org
Contact:   Kerr Alexander / kalexander@cambridge.org
Cambridge University Press – Unlocking potential with the best learning and research solutions. Cambridge University Press 
dates from 1534 and is the publishing business of the University of Cambridge. Dedicated to excellence, its purpose is to further 
the University’s objective of advancing knowledge, education, learning, and research. Its extensive peer-reviewed publishing lists 
comprise academic reviewed publishing lists comprise academic research, professional development, research journals, school-level 
education, English language teaching and bible publishing.
Canadian Science Publishing
Stand No:   24 & 25
Website:   burgundyservices.com
Contact:   Paul Calow / paul@burgundyservices.com
Canadian Science Publishing is an independent, not-for-profit scholarly STM publisher dedicated to serving the needs of  
researchers and their communities. The NRC Research Press journals are our flagship suite of award-winning international publications. 
We publish 20 titles under this imprint, many in continuous publication since 1929. Visit the Burgundy stand to find out more.
Chest (a Jisc Enterprise)
Stand No:   41
Website:   https://www.chest.ac.uk/
Contact:   Jenny Carroll / jenny.carroll@chest.ac.uk
The team at Chest negotiate preferential licence agreements for software and online resources for the education and research 
communities in the UK and Republic of Ireland.  Known as Chest Agreements, they guarantee the licence terms and conditions, and 
pricing. Chest has been delivering trusted, value-for-money licences since 1988. From 2 January 2019 Chest has been part of Jisc, 
a not-for-profit membership organisation that provides digital solutions for UK education and research. By sharing the skills and 
talent within the new combined organisation Chest will continue to meet new licensing challenges and opportunities.
Burgundy
Information Services
NRC Research Press journals | Publishing Services
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Stand No: 42
Website:   http://oversea.cnki.net/kns55/default.aspx   
Contact:   Sophie Han, Tristan Barter / sophie.han@int.cnki.net, tristan@publishpro.co.uk
Founded by Tsinghua University in 1996, CNKI (China National Knowledge Infrastructure) is dedicated to promoting large-scale 
digitization of knowledge resources. It has built the largest digital library in China, integrating journals, PhD &masters’ theses, 
newspapers, books, yearbooks, conference proceedings, reference works, etc. With numerous resources and customized services, 
CNKI has over 20,000 institutional users in mainland China and 1,500 more in other regions and countries. Users range from 
universities, research institutes and government think tanks to public libraries, enterprises, hospitals, etc. In the UK, 26 universities 
are using CNKI resources to support their research and innovation.
Content Online
Stand No:   95 & 110
Website:   www.contentonline.co.uk
Contact:   Steven Tweedie / info@contentonline.co.uk
Content Online is a leading provider of Journals, Conference Proceedings, Standards, eBooks, eLearning  
and much more on behalf of the following leading publishers:
•  The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
•  SAE International
•  The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
•  The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
•  ASTM International
•  The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 
•  Morgan & Claypool 
•  The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE).
Serving the academic, corporate and government markets; our small dedicated team covers the UK, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Iceland, Denmark and Estonia.
Discover more at www.contentonline.co.uk 
Dawson Books
Stand No: 105
Website: www.dawsonbooks.co.uk
Contact:   Sally Barber / sally.barber@dawsonbooks.co.uk
Dawson Books is a world-class international supplier of academic and professional books, eBooks, shelf ready and information 
services for academic, professional and research institutions. We provide innovative digital solutions which interact between the 
essential components of the book supply chain. Our dawsonenter database offers a “one stop shop” for library staff to explore, 
discover and acquire print and electronic books. Our eBook platform, dawsonera provides seamless access to over 600,000 eBooks 
from leading academic publishers.  Please do visit us on our stand to discuss our services and latest digital developments.
DE GRUYTER
Stand No:  30
Website:   www.DeGruyter.com
Contact:   Anita Joice / anita.joice@degruyter.com
DE GRUYTER publishes first-class scholarship and has done so for 270 years. De Gruyter is  
independent, international and specialized in academic and research content in the humanities, STEM,  
health sciences, law and art & architecture:
•  1,300 new book titles each year
•  More than 900 journals (500 of them Open Access)
•  More than 1,500 Open Access books on degruyter.com
•  50 databases and online resources
•  700 new Publisher Partner titles per year
•  100% eBooks archives to be available in the short term
In addition, De Gruyter provides eBooks published by renowned North American Presses: Chicago University, Columbia University, 
Cornell University, Harvard University, Hawai’i University, Pennsylvania University, Princeton University, Toronto University and  
Yale University.
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Stand No: 43
Website:  https://libdiverse.wordpress.com/
Contact:   Jennifer Bayjoo / libdiverse@gmail.com
Did you know that 96.7% of library and information workers identify as white? Does that shock you, or do you look around your 
workplace and think it sounds about right? Come and chat with Jen Bayjoo from Diversity in Libraries of the North (DILON) about 
how we can work together to build a more diverse workforce. DILON is a network for BAME library and information workers, 
providing space for us to share our experiences. DILON is also an activist group, working with individuals and organisations to 
better understand race and ethnicity in the library sector and what practical strategies we can implement. If you have any ideas, 
suggestions or experiences you would like to share, we would love to hear them! You will also have the chance to make your 
commitment to change, however big or small. Come and visit booth 43 to make your pledge.
Duke University Press
Stand No: 33
Website:  dukeupress.edu
Contact:   Kim Steinle / kim.steinle@dukeupress.edu
Duke University Press supports scholars in doing what they are passionate about: learning, teaching, and effecting positive change 
in the world. This bold, progressive spirit drives both what and how we publish. Each year we publish about 120 new books, more 
than 50 journals, and multiple digital collections that transform current thinking and move fields forward. We thrive as a nonprofit 
publisher because we adapt, innovate, and form strong global partnerships. It is our mission to find, curate, enrich, and disseminate 
scholarship that is vital to readers working at the forefront of their fields in the humanities, social sciences, and mathematics.
East View Information Services
Stand No: 39
Website: www.eastview.com      
Contact:   Ariane Rückebeil / info@eastview.com 
East View – Advancing Scholarship in the Digital Age. For 30 years, East View has identified, sourced, and distributed materials 
covering current affairs, historical archives, scholarly publications, military collections, and more from Russia, China, Egypt, or 
anywhere in-between. With over 120 employees headquartered in Minneapolis, USA, and offices in Russia, Ukraine, and Beijing, 
East View has developed a reliable and extensive acquisition network capable of satisfying any researcher’s most sophisticated — 
as well as simple — information needs. Rely on us for uncommon information from extraordinary places, in all formats, in vernacular 
and English. Visit our website at www.eastview.com 
EBSCO 
Stand No: 62 & 63
Website: www.ebsco.com
Contact: Gareth Smith / garethsmith@ebsco.com
Our portfolio includes EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) which is used in over 10,000 Libraries around the world, EBSCOnet®, our 
online serials management portal, EBSCOhost®, the world’s premier online research service including full-text databases, subject 
indexes, digital archives, and eBooks.  More recent additions to our product family include GOBI Library Solutions (Print and 
eBook acquisition management tool) and Flipster, our digital replica magazine platform.  EBSCO serves the needs of researchers 
by investing time and resources in the development of ‘open’ technologies such as FOLIO and Open Dissertations.  For more 
information, visit www.ebsco.com
EDINA
Stand No: 101
Website:   www.edina.ac.uk
Contact:  Guy Stevenson / guy.stevenson@ed.ac.uk            
Based at the University of Edinburgh, EDINA is a centre for digital expertise. EDINA delivers digital learning resources and  
digital solutions across Higher Education, Further Education & Schools. Our core aim is to provide cutting edge learning tools  
which help improve digital, data and geospatial literacy amongst learners from school right through to university. Within EDINA  
we have a highly skilled team of software and data engineers who develop and maintain the underlying technology which drives our 
resource innovation. Furthermore, our dedicated service teams are on hand to help users get the most out of the resources they have 
access to.
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Stand No:   69
Website:   www.elgaronline.com  
Contact:   Karen Plowman / karen@e-elgar.co.uk
Edward Elgar Publishing is a leading international academic and professional publisher with a strong focus on the social sciences 
and legal fields. We publish 380 titles annually and have successfully created a prestigious list of over 7,000 titles
Elgaronline, our electronic content platform, contains our journals as well as over 4,200 books including scholarly monographs, 
reference works, encyclopedia and the leading research handbook programme in the social sciences and law.
Elgaronline is DRM free with unlimited user access.  We have annual front list and back list collections, specific subject collections 
and ‘pick and choose’ (30+ titles). 
Elsevier
Stand No: 10 & 11
Website:   https://www.elsevier.com/ 
Contact:   Sheila Finucane / S.Finucane@elsevier.com
Elsevier is a global information analytics business that helps institutions and professionals advance healthcare,  
open science and improve performance for the benefit of humanity. Elsevier provides information analytics solutions  
and digital tools in the areas of strategic research management, R&D performance, clinical decision support, and professional 
education. Elsevier publishes about 2,500 journals and launched 26 new subscription and open access journals, including Materials 
Today Physics, Joule from Cell Press and The Lancet Planetary Health. ScienceDirect, the world’s largest database of peer-reviewed 
primary scientific and medical research, hosts over 15m pieces of content and 38,000 e-books.
Emerald Publishing
Stand No: 37
Website: www.emeraldpublishing.com      
Contact:   Alex Williams / awilliams@emeraldgroup.com 
Nurturing fresh thinking that makes an impact. 
Emerald Publishing was founded in 1967 to champion new ideas that would advance the research and practice of business and 
management. Today, we continue to nurture fresh thinking in applied fields where we feel we can make a real difference, now also 
including health and social care, education and engineering. We publish over 300 journals, more than 2,500 books and over 1,500 
case studies, via our dedicated research platform emeraldinsight.com
F1000
Stand No: 108
Website: https://f1000.com/      
Contact:   Jane Holly / info@f1000.com 
Working with Researchers, Funders and Institutions to improve the way research is communicated.
Services include:
F1000Workspace: Beyond a reference manager: this award-winning tool helps you work, share and write effortlessly with 
colleagues across the globe. F1000Prime: Never miss a key article. Over 8,000 leading experts from across the globe monitor the 
literature and give you their opinion on the most impactful research. F1000Research: Publish fast. Openly. Without restrictions.
Frontiers Media
Stand No: 54
Website: https://www.frontiersin.org/      
Contact:   Emma Proudley / institutions@frontiersin.org 
Frontiers is an award-winning Open Science platform and leading Open Access scholarly publisher. Our mission is to make research 
results openly available to the world, thereby accelerating scientific and technological innovation, societal progress and economic 
growth. We empower scientists with innovative Open Science solutions that radically improve how science is published, evaluated 
and disseminated to researchers, innovators and the public. Access to research results and data is open, free and customized 
through Internet Technology, thereby enabling rapid solutions to the critical challenges we face as humanity. 
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Stand No: 58 & 59
Website:  https://www.gale.com/
Contact:   Vicky Fielding / emea.galereply@cengage.com    
Gale, a Cengage company, provides libraries with original and curated content, as well as the modern research tools and technology 
that are crucial in connecting libraries to learning, and learners to libraries. For more than 60 years, Gale has partnered with libraries 
around the world to empower the discovery of knowledge and insights. 
GeoScienceWorld
Stand No: 32
Website:  geoscienceworld.org
Contact:   Helen Cooke / cooke@geoscienceworld.org    
GeoScienceWorld (GSW) is a nonprofit collaborative and comprehensive Internet resource for research and communications in the 
earth sciences. Built on a core database of 46 peer-reviewed scholarly journals, over 2,000 eBooks, and integrated with 4 million 
Geo Ref records, GSW gives global researchers a single point of access with specialized searching capabilities and links to millions 
of relevant resources hosted elsewhere on the Web.
Our mission includes an expansion into additional forms of content relevant to geoscience researchers, with the further development 
of services that optimize the discovery and use of public and proprietary resources. 
HARRASSOWITZ  
Stand No: 79 & 80
Website: www.harrassowitz.de   
Contact: Monika Schneider / service@harrassowitz.de
We specialize in providing a comprehensive range of high-quality acquisitions and collection development support services to 
academic and research libraries for the following types of resources: subscriptions, databases standing orders, approval plans, 
monographs and music scores. HARRASSOWITZ has been serving libraries around the world for almost 150 years. 
We invite you to join the thousands of satisfied libraries around the world who benefit daily from our:
• dedication to delivering outstanding service
• decades of information industry experience
• highly trained professional staff
•  immaculate record of financial stability
•  latest ISO certification
•  leadership in industry standards.
Service brochures can be obtained from service@harrassowitz.de
ICE Publishing
Stand No: 76
Website:   www.icevirtuallibrary.com 
Contact:  Alice Bellasich & Rachel Zillig / sales@icepublishing.com
Established in 1836, ICE Publishing is a leading provider of information for researchers and practitioners worldwide  
in the fields of civil engineering, construction and materials science.  We are part of Thomas Telford, the knowledge  
business of the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), a non-profit society of over 92,000 members around the world.  
Our portfolio includes peer-reviewed journals, archives and books which are available individually and in collections via  
ICE Virtual Library. These resources are a gold-standard reference point for industry and academia. Visit our stand to find out more.
IEEE Xplore® Digital Library
Stand No: 103 & 104
Website:   innovate.ieee.org 
Contact:  ieeexplore@ieee.org
The IEEE Xplore® Digital Library is your gateway to trusted research— journals, conferences, standards, ebooks, analytics solutions and 
educational courses—with over 4.7 million articles to help you fuel imagination, build from previous research, and inspire new ideas.
IEEE Xplore opens a world of knowledge from many industries to enable you to improve or discover the next breakthrough. With 
powerful search tools to help you find only the most relevant research, IEEE Xplore delivers the information your company needs.    
For more information on how to gain access for your organization, please visit innovate.ieee.org or email ieeexplore@ieee.org
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IGI Global
Stand No: 100
Website:   www.igi-global.com 
Contact:  Nick Newcomer / nnewcomer@igi-global.com
Founded in 1988, IGI Global, an international academic publisher, focuses on producing the highest quality research (as an active 
member of the Committee on Publication Ethics “COPE” ), through an agile and technologically-advanced publishing process. IGI Global’s 
commitment to disseminating and supporting the research community above profit is showcased through their simple, transparent 
pricing on InfoSci®-Books (4,500+ peer-reviewed reference books) and InfoSci-Journals (185+ highly-indexed journals) databases. 
These valuable research databases span across 350+ topics in 11 subject areas including business, computer science, education, library 
and information science, medical, social sciences, and more, making them ideal for academic and research institutions.
Innovative Interfaces Global Limited
Stand No: 2
Website:   www.iii.com  
Contact:  Colin Carter / ccarter@iii.com or info@iii.com  
Innovative (www.iii.com) provides leading technology solutions and services that empower libraries and enrich their users worldwide. 
Innovative offers one of the most comprehensive portfolios of library automation products on the market today, serving academic, 
public, national, corporate, special libraries, and consortia. Headquartered in Emeryville, California, Innovative has a global presence—
serving thousands of libraries in 66 countries and offices worldwide.
Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET)
Stand No: 72 & 73
Website:   www.theiet.org 
Contact:   Mike Petersen / emea.sales@theiet.org
We are the IET and we inspire, inform and influence the global engineering community to engineer a better world. As a diverse home 
across engineering and technology, we share knowledge that helps make better sense of the world in order to solve the challenges that 
matter. It’s why we are uniquely placed to champion engineering.
Our publishing portfolio offers essential resources to support libraries and researchers through journals, eBooks, IET.tv videos and our 
research database, Inspec. 
Join us at the IET stand to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Inspec and find out about Inspec Analytics, our dynamic new research 
intelligence tool.
IOP Publishing 
Stand No: 89 & 90
Website: http://ioppublishing.org  
Contact:   Rhys Freshwater / custserv@iop.org 
Combining the culture of a learned society with global reach and highly efficient and effective publishing systems and processes, we 
serve researchers in the physical and related sciences in all parts of the world.  Through our range of journals, magazines, websites, 
our award winning ebook programme and other services, we enable researchers and research organisations to reach the widest 
possible audience for their research.
IOP Publishing is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Institute of Physics. Any profits generated by IOP Publishing are used by the 
Institute to support science and scientists.
ISSN
Stand No: 55
Website: www.issn.org  
Contact:   Joy Raynaud & Simona Rizza / sales@issn.org
The ISSN is the international identifier for serials and other continuing resources, in the electronic and print world. Besides its tasks 
of edition and maintenance of the ISSN Register, the ISSN International Centre coordinates the activity of the 90 National Centres. 
The ISSN Register is the worldwide bibliographic database which contains more than 2.5 million ISSN bibliographic records created 
and updated for the identification of the serials. It is used throughout the information chain by libraries, subscription agencies, 
researchers or universities. It is available through different kinds of subscription: the ISSN Portal, the ISSN Data File, Z39.50, ISSN 
Premium, API.
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JAMA Network
Stand No: 29
Website: https://www.jamanetwork.com 
Contact:   Gretchen Linder / gretchen.linder@ama-assn.org 
Building on a tradition of editorial excellence, the JAMA Network brings JAMA together with eleven specialty journals to offer 
enhanced access to the research, viewpoints, and opinions shaping the future of medicine.  JAMA Network Open, a new open access, 
general medical journal launched in 2018.
JISC
Stand No:   52 & 53
Website:   www.jisc.ac.uk
Contact:   Graham Brown / graham.brown@jisc.ac.uk 
Jisc is a not-for-profit providing the UK’s national research and education network, Janet, and technology  
solutions for its members – colleges, universities and research centres. It is funded by the UK higher and  
further education and research funding bodies and member institutions.
Jisc does three main things for its members:
• Operates and develops the ultra-fast and secure Janet Network and its built-in cyber security protection.
• Helps save time and money by negotiating sector-wide deals with IT vendors and commercial publishers
• Provides trusted advice and practical assistance on digital technology.
 Jisc’s vision is for the UK to be the most digitally advanced education and research nation in the world.
JoVE     
Stand No: 1
Website:   www.jove.com 
Contact:   Mark Ingram / mark.ingram@jove.com   
JoVE is the leading producer and publisher of video resources with the mission to increase the productivity of research and the level 
of education in STEM. Established in 2006, JoVE has produced over 10,000 video articles demonstrating experiments filmed in 
laboratories at top research institutions and delivered online to millions of scientists, educators, and students worldwide. 
Today, JoVE subscribers include more than 1,000 universities, colleges, biotech, and pharmaceutical companies, including 
leading institutions such as Harvard, MIT, Princeton, University of Cambridge, Imperial College London, ETH Zurich, University of 
Melbourne and University of Tokyo. JoVE advances modern science by providing the resources it needs to grow and develop. 
Kanopy
Stand No: 38
Website:  www.kanopy.com
Contact:   Trent Sherman / trent.sherman@kanopy.com
Kanopy is a streaming video platform offering a curated collection of thousands of the world’s best films through partnerships 
provided by more than 4,000 libraries around the world.  Kanopy offers your students and faculty convenient access to a large, 
curated catalogue of educational, entertaining, and enriching films. Our pricing model offers patron-driven acquisition for 
universities to provide the best value on the most unique streaming service available.
Karger Publishers
Stand No: 68
Website:  www.karger.com
Contact:   Séverine Maes / s.maes@karger.com
Karger Publishers is the largest medical and scientific publishing company in Switzerland.
Headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, Karger Publishers is present with 250 employees in 15 countries around the globe.
Independent and family-run in the fourth generation, the publishing house (est.1890) is dedicated to serving the information needs 
of the scientific community with publications of high-quality content, covering all fields of medical science.
The publication program comprises 50 new books per year and 100 peer-reviewed journals with a growing number of open-access 
publications.
Karger content is published predominantly in English, with a strong focus on basic and clinical research, and is largely available online.
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Kortext
Stand No: 70
Website:  www.kortext.com
Contact:   Kevin Watt / kevinw@kortext.com
Kortext is a world-leading digital textbook and personal study platform providing access to over 500,000 digital textbooks from 
over 1,000 publishers. The platform allows students to create a truly personal bookshelf by also downloading OER material, course 
packs, lecture notes, presentation slides and other subject relevant content. Students can also annotate, view interactive material 
and collaborate with peers, meaning content is more engaging than anything offered by a printed book.  
Kortext also provides access to powerful analytics dashboards, which can provide deeper insights into learning habits, inform 
decision making and help create personalised learning paths.
Kortext’s scalable technology means the platform is rapidly being adopted around the world, from single course or department, to 
institution and countrywide provision.
LM Information Delivery 
Stand No: 87 & 88
Website:  www.lminfo.com
Contact:   Tristan Williams / tristan.williams@lminfo.fi 
LM Information Delivery is a leading international subscription and information services provider. Our customers include university 
and research libraries, hospitals and medical libraries, public libraries, governmental organizations and corporate information 
centres. Our global coverage provides our customers with an unparalleled opportunity to outsource their subscription management 
to us, including bespoke reporting, EDI ordering, claiming, invoicing and UK-based consolidation services. The cornerstone of our 
business is excellent customer service combined with cutting edge technology. Headquartered in Helsinki, Finland, we serve our 
customers worldwide from our local offices in the UK, Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Spain, South Africa 
and the USA.
Manchester University Press   
Stand No: 14
Website: www.manchesterhive.com
Contact: Shelly Turner / shelly.turner@manchester.ac.uk
Manchester University Press is situated in the heart of one of the most vibrant universities and cities in the UK. Our distinctive 
brand is known globally for publishing excellent research in the humanities and social sciences. We currently publish around 200 
books each year, as well as seven journals. 
We also offer ten digital collections in the areas of medieval studies, imperialism, film, religion, politics, international relations, 
gothic studies, history of medicine, security, conflict and peace and Shakespeare studies via www.manchesterhive.com as well as 
access to our open access content via www.manchesteropenhive.com, our new homes for digital content.
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.
Stand No: 23
Website:   www.liebertpub.com 
Contact:  Wendy Newsham / WNewsham@liebertpub.com
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. is a leading company in the scientific, technical, and medical knowledge and information industry. We are 
known for authoritative, peer-reviewed publications in biotechnology; biomedical research/life sciences; medicine and surgery; 
technology and engineering; law, economics, and policy; psychology; public health; and environmental studies. These publications 
play an active and vital role in advancing critical research and facilitating collaboration throughout the world in academia, industry, 
and government, and are also highly respected resources for legislators, policy makers, and educators.
McGraw Hill Education
Stand No: 16
Website: www.mheducation.com
Contact:   Robyn McKenna / robyn.mcKenna@mheducation.com
McGraw-Hill Education’s vision is to unlock the full potential of each learner and our mission is to accelerate learning.
We believe that our contribution to a brighter future for each learner lies within the application of our deep understanding of how 
learning happens and how the mind develops. It exists where the science of learning meets the art of teaching.   
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To achieve our vision and accomplish our mission, we have evolved our business from a print-centric producer of textbooks and 
instructional materials, to a leader in the development of digital content and technology-enabled adaptive learning solutions that are 
delivered anywhere, anytime. 
Learn more: www.mheducation.co.uk
Nature Research
Stand No:   86
Website:   www.springernature.com 
Contact:   David Corbett / david.corbett@springernature.com  
Nature Research is a portfolio of high-quality products and services across the life, physical, chemical and applied sciences, 
dedicated to serving the scientific community. Partner with Nature Research to maximise your institution’s academic impact and 
support your researchers by providing Nature Masterclasses training.
NEJM Group
Stand No:   107
Website:   https://libraryhub.nejm.org 
Contact:   Patrice Costa / institutionsales@nejm.org  
NEJM Group creates high-quality medical resources for research, learning, practice, and professional development, including the 
New England Journal of Medicine, NEJM Journal Watch, NEJM Knowledge+, NEJM Resident 360 and NEJM Catalyst.
For more information visit https://libraryhub.nejm.org
NLPN
Stand No:   43
Website:   https://nlpn.wordpress.com/
Contact:   Amy Finnegan / manchesternlpn@gmail.com  
NLPN was founded in 2012 to meet the training needs of recent graduates from LIS courses, but is inclusive  
of library workers at any stage of their career.
We host free events, partnering with sponsors such as Jisc, which enable attendees to learn from information professionals, and 
progress their career by learning practical skills. Our blog is home to interviews with information professionals from various library 
sectors and a job shadowing scheme that allows people to make contact with library and information workers in these sectors.
In 2016 we won the UKeiG Early Career Award and to date we’ve held 14 CPD events, have over 2,000 Twitter followers and our 
blog has received over 20,000 visitors. The job-shadowing scheme and the presenting experience opportunity at our events are 
examples of the creation of genuine opportunities for colleagues to experiment, experience new things and expand horizons.
OCLC
Stand No:   26
Website:   oc.lc/uksg19 
Contact:   Andrew Hall / uk@oclc.org  
OCLC is a nonprofit global library cooperative providing shared technology services, original research and community programs so 
that libraries can better fuel learning, research and innovation. Through OCLC, member libraries cooperatively produce and maintain 
WorldCat, the most comprehensive global network of data about library collections and services. Libraries gain efficiencies through 
OCLC’s WorldShare, a complete set of library management applications and services built on an open, cloud-based platform. It is 
through collaboration and sharing of the world’s collected knowledge that libraries can help people find answers they need to solve 
problems. Together as OCLC, member libraries, staff and partners make breakthroughs possible.
Overleaf
Stand No:   97
Website:   www.overleaf.com
Contact:   Villy Ioannou / villy.ioannou@overleaf.com 
Overleaf is a free, collaborative, cloud-based LaTeX editor which makes the process of writing, editing and publishing scientific 
documents quicker and easier. This intuitive online platform has seen rapid adoption across science and research, and Overleaf’s 
award-winning collaboration technology is now in use by over 2.9 million researchers, students and technical writers in institutions, 
labs and industry worldwide. It’s simple and intuitive to use – all you need is a web browser – try it out and use it for free at  
www.overleaf.com   
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Oxford University Press
Stand No: 74 & 75
Website:   www.oup.com/academic/online   
Contact:   Francois Blouin-Clatot / francois.blouin@oup.com 
Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, 
scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide. In addition to publishing over 6,000 titles a year worldwide, Oxford University 
Press produces online editions of many of its most acclaimed scholarly and reference works including academic and research journals, 
dictionaries, encyclopaedias, general reference material, and monographs in a wide range of subject areas.
PressReader
Stand No: 96
Website:   https://about.pressreader.com/   
Contact:   Mark Ritchie / mark@pressreader.com 
PressReader is a platform for people who want to read, share, and talk about all of the stories that matter to them. We’ve partnered 
with thousands of publishers in over 120 countries to give readers unlimited access to top-quality journalism from around the 
world. We’re all about choice. Readers can browse leading newspapers and magazines on our web platform or download them 
to a smartphone or tablet using the PressReader app. They can subscribe to PressReader for unlimited access, or view our entire 
collection simply by visiting a sponsored HotSpot location.
ProQuest
Stand No: 50 & 51
Website:   www.proquest.com  
Contact:   Adam Rhodes / adam.rhodes@proquest.com 
ProQuest is committed to supporting the important work happening in the world’s research and learning communities. The company 
curates content that matters to the advancement of knowledge, assembling an archive of billions of vetted, indexed documents. It 
simplifies workflows so that people and institutions use time effectively. And because ProQuest connects information communities, 
complex networks of systems and processes work together efficiently. With ProQuest, finding answers and deriving insights is 
straightforward and leads to extraordinary outcomes.
ProQuest and its companies and affiliates – Ex Libris, Alexander Street, Bowker — stand for better research, better learning, better 
insights. ProQuest enables people to change their world. 
Visit us to learn more. www.proquest.com 
RCNi   
Stand No: 13
Website:   rcni.com
Contact:   Guy Plowman / guy.plowman@rcni.com   
RCNi is the premier provider in innovative and information solutions for the whole nursing community and associated health 
professionals.
We publish 11 journals with a drive to provide health professionals with the latest developments in nursing.
We’re continuously improving and adding to our range of digital products to help guide nursing professionals through their studies, 
continuing professional development (CDP) and career development.
Our range of digital tools include RCNi Decision Support, designed to support decision making and standardise care. RCNi Learning, 
an interactive online resource of CDP modules and RCNi Portfolio, a storing and tracking system to help with revalidation.
RedLink
Stand No: 24 & 25
Website: redlink.com
Contact: Nicola Poser / nposer@redlink.com
Our unique perspective on networked information provides RedLink’s customers — libraries, publishers, and end-users — with 
affordable services that produce powerful capabilities. Visit the Burgundy booth to learn more about our library focused subscription 
analytics tools, Library Dashboard and Consortia Dashboard and the RedLink Network.
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Ringgold Inc
Stand No: 12
Website: https://www.ringgold.com/ 
Contact: Diane Cogan / info@ringgold.com
Ringgold created, curates, and maintains the Identify Database of organizational identifiers, and descriptive metadata. Our trusted 
data allows our customers to focus on analysis, not administration. Ringgold IDs are applied throughout scholarly communications 
for the accurate and persistent identification of organizations, author affiliations, and deep market analysis. By doing one thing, and 
doing it well, Ringgold enables different datasets to be connected providing a more complete view of our world. Please visit us for a 
demonstration of our powerful new Identify Online interface.
Royal Society of Chemistry 
Stand No: 7 & 8
Website:  www.rsc.org 
Contact:   Chris Smith / sales@rsc.org  
The Royal Society of Chemistry promotes, supports and celebrates chemistry.  
We work to shape the future of the chemical sciences – for the benefit of science and humanity.
Our expanding portfolio of journals, books, databases and magazines features research submitted by an acclaimed and international 
set of authors.
We are the UK’s professional body for chemical scientists; a not-for-profit organisation with 175 years of history and an international 
vision for the future.
SAGE Publishing
Stand No: 20 & 21
Website:   www.sagepub.co.uk 
Contact:  market@sagepub.co.uk
SAGE Publishing champions education and engaged scholarship through our global mission of building bridges to knowledge. 
Working collaboratively with our partners, SAGE is committed to navigating both the challenges and opportunities of academia to 
provide the tools and resources needed. In pursuit of this mission, SAGE has expanded beyond content-led resources to the delivery 
of technology solutions that break down barriers to learning and research. SAGE’s Technologies for Learning and Research offers 
software and service solutions for the higher education institution and librarians that respond to the evolving needs of researchers 
and students. Join us at our stand to find more about our growing selection of library products and solutions to support both you 
and your community’s changing needs.
SPIE
Stand No: 24 & 25
Website:   spiedigitallibrary.org 
Contact:   Marybeth Manning / marybeth@spie.org
The SPIE Digital Library is the most extensive resource available on optics and photonics, providing unprecedented access to more 
than 485,000 technical papers from SPIE Journals and Conference Proceedings and more than 350 eBooks from SPIE Press from 
1962 to the present. More than 18,000 new technical papers and 25 eBooks are added annually. Visit the Burgundy stand to find 
out more.
Springer Nature
Stand No: 83 & 84
Website:   www.springernature.com 
Contact:   David Corbett / david.corbett@springernature.com
Springer Nature advances discovery by publishing robust and insightful research, supporting the development of new areas of 
knowledge, making ideas and information accessible around the world, and leading the way on open access.
Key to this is our ability to provide the best possible service to the whole research community: helping authors to share their 
discoveries; enabling researchers to find, access and understand the work of others; supporting librarians and institutions with 
innovations in technology and data; and providing quality publishing support to societies.
As a research publisher, Springer Nature is home to trusted brands including Springer, Nature Research, BMC, Palgrave Macmillan 
and Scientific American. Springer Nature is also a leading educational and professional publisher, providing quality content through 
a range of innovative platforms, products and services. Every day, around the globe, our imprints, books, journals and resources 
reach millions of people. For more information, please visit springernature.com and @SpringerNature.
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Statista
Stand No:   46
Website:   www.statista.com   
Contact:   Matt Davis / matthew.davis@statista.com   
Statista is the largest and most extensive statistics platform of its kind in the world, with access to over 1.5 million+ data sets with 
revenue forecasts to 2022 on over 400 industries. Also many thousands of downloadable reports, studies and dossiers.
Statista provides huge breadth coverage of data relating to most subject areas. Creating all this for you is a team of over 140 
statisticians, database experts, analysts and editors.
Statista provides students, faculty and researchers with an innovative, time saving and intuitive tool for researching quantitative 
data and statistics aggregating from 22,500 sources and on 80,000 different topics.
Taylor & Francis Group
Stand No: 64 & 65
Website:   https://librarianresources.taylorandfrancis.com/  
Contact:   Caroline Blake / libraryinfo@taylorandfrancis.com
Taylor & Francis Group partners with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to 
life. As one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals, books, ebooks and reference works our content spans all areas of 
Humanities, Social Sciences, Behavioural Sciences, Science, and Technology and Medicine.   From our network of offices in Oxford, 
New York, Philadelphia, Boca Raton, Boston, Melbourne, Singapore, Beijing, Tokyo, Stockholm, New Delhi and Cape Town, Taylor & 
Francis staff provide local expertise and support to our editors, societies and authors and tailored, efficient customer service to our 
library colleagues.
The British Library 
Stand No: 45
Website: www.bl.uk
Contact:   Peter Chymera / peter.chymera@bl.uk
The British Library is the national library of the United Kingdom and one of the world’s greatest research institutions.  
British Library On Demand supplies organisations and individuals across the globe with the latest academic research  
and more. Our Digitisation Services offer high-quality reproductions of our own collections as well as commercial  
digitisation services. With our Storage Service, your material could sit safely and securely alongside the Library’s  
own collection; for short, medium or long term. EThOS is the national repository for doctoral theses, allowing customers  
to search over 400,000 records and abstracts, download full texts instantly and order scanned copies.
The MIT Press
Stand No: 77
Website: mitpress.mit.edu
Contact:   Jessica Lawrence-Hurt / jchl@mit.edu
Known for bold design and creative technology, the MIT Press advances knowledge by publishing significant  
works from leading educators and researchers around the globe for the broadest possible access, impact, and audience. 
The MIT Press is pleased to launch MIT Press Direct — the best way for libraries to offer MIT Press ebooks. Libraries can access the 
complete collection, with more than 2,500 ebooks and approximately 200 added each year, or subject-specific collections. Subject 
collections available at launch are: economics; environmental science; philosophy, and science, technology, and society. 
Visit the MIT Press stand for further details.
The New York Times Company
Stand No: 34
Website: NYTimes.com
Contact:   Josine de Wolde / jdewolde@nytimes.com
The New York Times Company is a global media organization dedicated to enhancing society by creating, collecting and distributing 
high-quality news and information. The Company includes The New York Times, NYTimes.com and related properties. It is known 
globally for excellence in its journalism, and innovation in its print and digital storytelling and its business model. Follow news about 
the company at @NYTimesPR
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The Stationery Office 
Stand No: 109
Website: www.tsoshop.co.uk  
Contact:   Clare Polley / Clare.Polley@tso.co.uk
TSO is one of the largest publishers in the UK, publishing more than 9,000 titles a year in print and digital formats. We are part of 
the Williams Lea Group, the global leader in corporate information solutions. We are still the trusted publishers of official documents 
and today we occupy a key position in the heart of public sector information, helping our clients to create, manage and publish their 
information more effectively than ever before. Today we focus on using innovative technology to capture and process information, 
building on efficiencies to deliver great product solutions for our customers to access.
Thieme Publishing 
Stand No: 102
Website: www.thieme-connect.com  
Contact:   Uwe Stehle / eproducts@thieme.de
Thieme Publishing Group, based in Germany, is a privately held, medical and scientific publishing company. For more than 120 
years, Thieme’s high quality books and journals have been a vital resource for scientists, physicians, researchers and academics. 
Thieme publishes over 100 peer reviewed journals and over 500 new books annually. Please visit www.thieme-connect.com to get 
connected to the electronic products.
Thieme Connect combines all of Thieme’s online products and resources together beneath one intuitive interface giving access 
to Thieme E-Journals, E-Book, E-Learning products, and Reference Works such as Science of Synthesis and Pharmaceutical 
Substances through one entryway.
Third Iron 
Stand No: 44
Website: https://thirdiron.com  
Contact:   Aaron Maierhofer / aaron.maierhofer@thirdiron.com
Third Iron is a leading library technology company whose services simplify workflow, accelerate discovery, and better connect your 
users with content.   BrowZine presents your ejournal collection visually and arranged by subject, enabling users to quickly find 
journals of interest.  Users may easily browse titles of interest, then use a personal account to follow titles and be notified when new 
content is available.  LibKey Discovery enriches discovery services with key Third Iron data, including one-click access to millions of 
subscribed and open-access journals, cover art from over 25,000 journals, and direct links from a specific article to the full journal 
issue.
VitalSource
Stand No: 18 & 19
Website:  http://get.vitalsource.com
Contact:   Karen Coles / karen.coles@vitalsource.com 
VitalSource® is a renowned innovator and trusted partner for institutions and publishers globally, improving the student learning 
experience by making it easy to deliver effective, affordable content on the World’s number 1 digital content platform, Bookshelf®.
Students in 241 countries connect to content from over 1,000 global and local-language publishers, online or offline while data-
driven insights from our analytics tools give instructors the ability to understand student study habits and effectively support 
student success and outcomes.
With our comprehensive training and onboarding programmes, our aim is a smooth, successful implementation experience that 
realises your institution’s vision and goals.
Web of Science Group (part of Clarivate Analytics) 
Stand No: 91
Website:   http://webofsciencegroup.com/ 
Contact:  Hannah Burnel / hannah.burnel@clarivate.com
The Web of Science Group organizes the world’s research information and data to enable academia, corporations, publishers,  
and governments accelerate the pace of research. It is home to the Web of Science - the world’s most trusted and largest  
publisher-neutral citation index, and independent research intelligence platform. Its many well-known brands also include 
EndNote, Converis, ScholarOne, Publons, Kopernio and the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI). The ‘university’ of the Web of 
Science Group, ISI maintains the knowledge corpus upon which the index and related information and analytical content, products, 
and services are built.
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WILEY     
Stand No: 67
Website:   www.wiley.com  
Contact:   Kiera Sullivan / libraryservicesEMEA@wiley.com   
Wiley is a global leader in research and education. Our online scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, and our digital 
learning, assessment, certification and student-lifecycle services and solutions help universities, academic societies, businesses, 
governments and individuals to achieve their academic and professional goals. For more than 200 years, we have delivered 
consistent performance to our stakeholders. The Company’s website can be accessed at www.wiley.com
Wolters Kluwer
Stand No: 17
Website:   www.ovid.com 
Contact:  Vasiliki Makou / vasiliki.makou@wolterskluwer.com
Every second of every day our customers face decisive moments that impact the lives of millions of people and shape society for 
the future. As a global provider of professional information, software solutions and services, our work at Wolters Kluwer helps to 
protect people’s health, prosperity, safety, and legal rights while building better professionals in business. 
Wolters Kluwer provides trusted clinical technology and evidence-based solutions that engage clinicians, patients, researchers, 
students, and the next generation of healthcare providers. With a focus on clinical effectiveness, research and learning, safety 
and surveillance, and interoperability and data intelligence, our proven solutions drive effective decision-making and consistent 
outcomes across the continuum of care.
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UKSG, Witney Business & Innovation Centre, Windrush House, 
Windrush Industrial Park, Burford Road, Witney, Oxon OX29 7DX  UK
www.uksg.org
UKSG reserves the right to alter or vary the programme due to events or circumstances 
beyond its reasonable control without being obliged to refund monies.
UKSG
Company No. 4145775   |   A company registered in England and Wales   |   Charity No. 1093946
UKSG exists to connect the information community and encourage the exchange 
of ideas on scholarly communication. It is the only organisation spanning the wide 
range of interests and activities across the scholarly information community of 
librarians, publishers, intermediaries and technology vendors.
In a dynamic environment, UKSG works to:
Facilitate community integration, networking, discussion and exchange of ideas
Improve members’ knowledge of the scholarly information sector and support skills 
development
Stimulate research and collaborative initiatives, encourage innovation 
and promote standards for good practice
Disseminate news, information and publications, and raise awareness 
of services that support the scholarly information sector
